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NOTICE FOR MATHEMATICAL SOCIETIES
Please note labels are prepared during the second half of the month before the next issue. Would you please send
your updated lists before this time.
\!any thanks.

Ms T Miikelainen

Ef\1S AGENDA
1997
Jfoy :J ?- Jimc
Second EMS Lectures Helsinki ( Finl;:wd)
·Lot'!, measure,; in Practice . Recent Advances"

Professor Nigel Cut.land from University of Hu!! {UK)

June. lb'ih
Deadline for receipt of proposab t.o the TNIR Progrannne '·Access to large facihtie;,'.
August, 151h
Dea.dline for submission of informa.tion or papers to the September Issue of E:\1S Newsletter
October, 11-L2th
Executive Committee Meeting in Capri (Italy)
Autwnn
Second Diderot Mathematical Forum on Mathematics and Environment (Amsterdam, Madrid and Venice)
November
The nuri1ber of individual members of EMS is fixed.
Souecmber." 1.'Sth
Deadline for submission of information or papers to the December Issue of EMS Newslettn
Dtccmber
All the information about Council .\[eeting and voting slip for the delegates of the individual members arc in the
DeccmbE:r Issue of the Newsletter.

1998

Ft brua,-y
Nominations for delegates for individual members received by the secretariat and ballots sent to individual members.
March 31st
Ballots back to the secretariat.
A11g11$t
Council of the EMS in Berlin

2000
hly 10-U
ECM3 in Barcel011a (Spain)

EUROPEAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
!lleding of the Executive Committe,,
\'icnna (Austria) April 5-6, 1997
.\lain t0pics of the ag,�mla. arid decisions
A de1.ailed report will appe,u in the Sqltember Issue of the Newsletter.
F ifth :framework Programme
The EMS docu men! should he ,;ent. to the member societies for action.
lllathernatik accepted a� a large facility by t.he El'. continue.

The attempts to get Zentralblatt fiir

Summer Schools
111 l 9:.!7 there are two summer schools. one in Portugal and one in France.
The, dPadline for suhrnis,;ion to 1998 proposals is June 15, 1997.
Reference Goals for Mathematical Education
E:.lS was asked by the Commission to set up reference levels for students in EU countries at three different ages and
different levels (age 16 is a priority). The Education Committee agreed to undertake the project.
Mathematical Pre,:1s Agency
The ,\fat.hemat.ica! Press Agency, to be called EMPRESSA, 1s now being formed rn Strasbourg, aimed at
ma.tll(0 maticians and press.
EMS Lecturer
N. Cut.land, t.he sPcond E\!S L("cturer, have given talks at Got.henburg on May '.!:3 and 26, and four lectures in Helsinki
on \lay :!7-.lunc 2 entitled .. Loeb \[ea>'ures in Practice; Recent Advances".
3ECM in 2000
The Third European Congress of \la.thematics will be held on July 10-July 14, 2000. Its motto is: Shaping the :21st
Century.
Diderot iv1athematical Forum
The Forum 011 Mathematics 1tnd Erffironment p,1ys special attention to problems concerning water. It will be
hdd in Aut.umn 1997 in Amstndam, ::\!adrid and Venice. An appplication is bf:ing submitted to the DGXII. A
tdecommunications link i� now possible.
WMY 2000
Among conl.ribut.ions of E.\!S ill the \Yorld \1athematical Year 2000 will he the Alh1tmbra project. The idea of posters
in subw,lp of gn,at. Eurupe<tn toww, should be (arried on. Stamp:; with ,>. common ;;ymbol could be suggested in
variou;; countries.

J\ilathen1atics m the Countries of Southern Africa,
a nd Aspirations
University of Botswana
Universi ty of Zimbabwe
stmct11ral

Suutlwrn AfricM1
in the
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each

our

prograrn.rnc�. 'I''hese are progra.rnrncs where
that, upon comp!et,loa, they will Join as members
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Funding for ma.thematic;. ed11 ca.tion a.nd mat!,ematics prograrmnes by the various governments of the region is simply
inadequate. Most universities have neither the resources nor the expertise to offer mathematics courses with sufficient
specialisation at bachelors degree level or above. For example, in the region, the University of Zimbabwe and the
Nat.ional University of Science and Technology ( also in Zimbabwe) are the only two which offer honours degrees in

Mathematics. As a result, the use and application of mathematics in modelling industrial, environmental or other

real life problems is fairly unknown in this part of the world since there is a dire shortage of qualified personnel.

The governme11ts of our various countries tried hard to train manpower when our economies were "strong". As the

economies have declined, less money is being spent on manpower training. For this reason, the universities in the
region are pooling their resources by establishing regional programmes. Recently, for example, through partnerships

with the University of Oslo and with the Austrian government, small combined regional Masters programmes in
,vlat.hematical Modelling and in Graph Theory have been established at the University of Zimbabwe. To widen the
pool of graduates entering these local programmes as well as programmes abroad, the region requires a "Pre-MSc"
progra.mme through which many people will be raised to the required level.
A L!-month intensive "BSc Honours'' programme at the University of Botswana is currently being contemplated

to bridg;, th;, gap between the unin,rsity preparation in ma.thematics available in many surrounding countries and
;;dvaHced programmes such as tho8e in Zimbabwe. It can be also used as preparation for various staff development
fellows from Southern Africa Development Corporation countries. There are also good students who pursue combined

majors in mathematics with another science subject. Upon completion of their studies, these students will not have
done enough advanced course;,; in rnathema!ics. The 12-month programme can be used to raise the standard of these

�indents to ''pre-1\tSc·' level. This programme at the University of Botswana can and will go a long way towards
addressing the problems of advanced undergraduate mathematics education in the region.
\\ith col.leagues from Europe who have wocked in the region, we are currently attempting to formalise these
CO·operative plan and, wit.h tht' help of the international mathematical
efforts. incorporate: them into a.
comrnunity, find tbe financial ,rnd human resources that will help us to a foll and fruitful implementation. \\\, are
MUS:\ ( \lathema.ties a.nd its Uses in Soathern Africa).
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:\) The
du� ;:.,d·�.. hl"i,;.:�irn,. nt
nurnbcr of rnatht"Inatica! n:search centre� in Enrope,
activities of the Southern
of an a.nnual tead1i11g/resi"arch meeting in cons11!tatiou and co-operation with
African J\lathematica! Sciences Association. The site of t.hi� meeting would rotate among the countries ha,ving
s(.udents/tcachcrn/researchers participating in the programme ,,t any level. ln addition the contents of this mei"ting
wo11ld include miui- course�. mini-rcgearch projects, and research ta.lks. as well as a pedagogical component. The
empha.,,is of c'ach compot1ent would change' from year to year depending on the mathematical situation of the country
in which it. is held.
1

In a.ddition and again with the help of the international mathematical community, MUSA hopes to establish a series
of �mall pilot programmes:
i) A visiting programme for research mathematicians from established centres outside the region to participating
Sout.hern African ceut.res. Th"se visiting mathematicians would teach undergraduate and postgraduate courses and
participate in research activitir0s. (Preference would be given to those inYolved in longer term joint re�earch or learning
projects.)
ii) A progrll.mmc of visits to established centres for the African mathematicians, again with preference for those
involved in longer term joint research or learning projects.
iii) A programme of 1-2 year "visiting lee\ ureships" for young mathematicians with degrees from established centres
outside the region to work on-site, teaching and collaborating in the above activities. We would design such positions
so as to allow the young mathematicians ample time to continue their own research programmes during their
lectureships.
iv) A programme of research and teaching visits for mathematicians from one participating South African country
to teach advanced undergraduate and postgraduate courses and to do research in other part.icipating countries.
These annual teaching/research me<:>tings and the visiting progrnrnmes, although long-term projects, would greatly
bniefit. a lot of young mathematicians in the region who, after their PhD, find themselves overburdened by teaching
demands and with no prospects of promotion by aut.horities requiring ''a good research record'',
Alone our count.ri(,s do noi yet ha.ve the human and financial resources to realise these aspirations for our mathematical
community. Indeed a good part of the programme Olli.lined a.hove will require funding from abroad, in the form of
either foundation grants or co-operative agreements. In the hope that we can gradually find friends for our efforts
and ot.her countries, we wish to draw the attention of the wider mathematical community to our current work and
future aspirations here in Southern Africa.
Dr. Edward M. Lungn is Sl"nior Lecturer in >..fatheniatics,
Department of Mathematics
lini\'ersit.y of Botswana
P/Bag 0022
A
!\Ol.:A.uh.hwj
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The Nativity of Euroscience
Aatos Lahtinen
Concordia rr:., p111'vae cronmt, di.�cordiu ma.nmae d1lalnmiur. (Soi!ustiu$, 86-35 B. C)
The mythical history of Europe starts with the abduction of the Phoenician princess Europa to Crete. From this
discor<l,wt bq;iu ning our continent ha5 been coustantiy split into several, often host.ile parts, separated by religion,
natio11ality or calture. \'ow, for the first time since the Roman Empire, Europe is succesful!y striving for unification
follo\ving, the vvise rnaxi1n of SaHustius on the puvver of concord.
This progrc,,s is taking place on many levels. The European Union has grown steadily. It last accepted new members
in 1995 and is aJrea<ly planning the next enlargement. At the same time the prospective members are altering their
legal and economical structures to meet the demands of EU and to attain the same standard of living that already
preva.ils inside EU. In the same way, the attitude towards science and research is growing throughout Europe. Under
economic pressure this too often means a more short.sighted policy and increased cutting of the resources for research.
Seeing the dangers of this development to the whole of Europe, a group of scientists published a call to European
scientists on April 22, 1996 for the creation of a large, multidisclipinary movement for the promotion of science and
technology in Europe. By choosing t.h,, number of signatories to be thirteen, a number avoided by the superstitious,
they aptly manifested that the movement is not based on emotion but on a rational evaluation of the situation.
11athematics was represented in The Thirteen by Jean-Pierre Bourgnignon, the president of EMS. This movement
was proposed to take the form of an open a..,;;;ociation called Euroscience.
There are already several organisations defending science. The aim of Euroscience with respect to already existing
bodies such as universities, research institut.es, government agencies and learned societies would be to form an
association of scientists actively inYoll'ed in research and education representing all areas of science and engineering,
including social sciences and humanities. In addition it is intended that a significant number of people whose interests
or activities are associated with science would join Euroscience. Thus it could have the same sort of influence as the
American As,-ociation for the Advancement of Science on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean.
In a short period of time, over one hundred people gave their support to the movement by expressing their will to
be among the foundi11g members of the society. 'With this encouragement tlie initiative was presented in Nature
in i\iovember 14, 1996 by the following introduction: "This association for science and society in Europe deserves
ant.ena.tal support..'' An article of Francoise Praderie gave a clear synopsis of the aims and means of Euroscience.
In the wake of this article, the initiative received a significant amount of support. Encouraged by this, the group
of initiators called the foundation me1cting of Euroscience. The meeting took place in Strasbourg on .\farch 1.5-16,
Hl97. The European Mathematical Society was well represented: Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, Andrzej Pelczar, Mireille
Chaleyat-Maurel and myself were al! present. Of the 192 founding members, over a hundred participated.
The meeting was very lively with much positive debate on the aims and means of Euroscience. Three main items
were identified for attention, namely
* t!te fo tnre for young scientists,
* w,1ys and means to strengthen scientific collaboration with East.em European countries,
* accountability of s,:ienti:;,ts to European society; industry and other social demands.
ln aJdition severa.l other themes were prest,nted for the initiative of Enroscicuce. Among them were the wish to
influence sci�:nce
and to incre:;::,e
to cr1?ate
creli.te a 1H�\v scientiJic
faced by
aJ:::.n rn{:ntinr{t:d.
Jt:.1a,n·· flif::r;c
f.:-;,r tJre-

for :v:(·1:.1 1t;uu::,? L1tr:T on,
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rr1ctr,:; nv�nd.n:r�� onto Y. ht !,o.�,rcL H. .:.v.;vevr:r, tht' n11y:�t
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-----------·---··-·--------·---···--------··----·-----·------Strasbourg is an appropriate �it.e for the foun<lation of an as.sor:iation with Pan--European aims. lts hi,,Lory i;, "
Europi· anrl it.-< pr,,sence is a te,:.tanH'nt for die work for the whole of
con.,l..-rnt. n·minder <)f th(' h;i.za.n.ls of
A week
:'ilr:vJ,ourg ,tl;.o oH,:red a n·m1nder of the turh!!lent pa,::t and uf an ,tlterna.tive futiu:e of
1Jf the Na.tional Front. .l,,an--\fari,, LI': Pen was
la.t,•r the r:iiv was a sG,llf'. of a pc1.ri\·
·rhr:,H· is still a lot to do for the re,,l unilica.1.ion of
, :-ioknt de1a,rn"lra!ions.
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l.7 it wa.';
Jn t.1-ie h,dlot of
Tlt1: dection uf the firs!
,nn !hat the will ui r,lect.or., produced :1 board fairly balanced in age, g,,nder and uccupat.iott. The hoard has
lion of EurosciuKc' and the work to achieve iLs aims. In this iask i.t needs the support of ,1ll
started the
p,,,:.pl•c inkre"h:d in the well-lwing of "cience and the t'volution of Europe. The board invites a.ll Htch persons to join
[ur,-,sci<:11ce and to take part to the success of this u1tc,rprise.
Eu ro�.ci,�nce
Prnvision;i.J address:
Dr. Francoise P rnderi(•
Ob�crvat.oire de Paris
fi L :\ vurne de l'Obsnvatoire
F ,r,01-1 PARIS
ht.t p://www.iw;,y.fr/ sc/tribnne/curosc.htm

Diderot Mathematical Forums
During lhe bst. Executive Committee meeting in Vienna, it was decided to establish lists of experts who would be
ilhlc lo a,-si,-,t. in the d,:vclopmcn1 of the Diderot Mathematical Forums (DMFs). It became apparent during the
pn·para.tion fur the s,,coru.l D :,J F that such lists of experts would be very helpful to the org,rnisers in their tasks of
fi11ding SfH:cakcr;c;, ddf'rmining �iie,, and developing topics and theme:" .
. \s ii. s!ML ii would he helpful if membas of the EMS were to suggest. names of people who would be suitable f or
inclu,,ion in these lists and abo to send ideas ,rnd conunents about the development of the DMF - t.opics, locations,
reso,irn·s required to Profes;;or :\!ireille Chaleyat.-Maurd (mcm'Q!ccr.j11ssieu.fr). The following themes have been
.,11gg;s:st.,·d fur forthcoming D ;\! F,;:
.\Iat.heirrntics as ,t force of cult.ural evolution
(l!J.t.hematic,-; an<l :du!,ic
\l,i!hcmatic:;. ;iml \ledici11c
\lalhcm,t!ic:s ;inJ Hisk
\Lt.t!tem,1t.ics ;i.nd l\etworks
i\.la! liem,tt.ics aud
J\lathernat.ic,; and Art.
\Jat.hemat.ic, ,1.nd Spa.cc
,\la!h1.·rna.tics and Clim,ik
1

�,l a.t l[-:_:nia.11 \·s ;, ti(l f'cif·con11n t1t1 i(·a r.io11:-:
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A "l\!Iathematics Rally" In Primary School:
A Problem-Solving Experience
Lucia Grugnetti - Dipart.imento di .\latematica. Universita di Parma - Via d'A.zcglio 85 - I-43100 Parma
Frnm;oi,c; .Jaquet IRD P ( Institu t Romand de Recherehe et de Documentation Pedagogiques) P. B. 54 - CH-2007
,\ (:tl( hi!.d
Summary: a "Jfothe:matic.s Rally" i., o competition based on pmblem-solving which is an enhancing activity for both
1mplls owi i.uichff.s. In thi.,i conmwrncalion, wt: analy.�e the educational aims of such an activity, the quality of the
terms of tht problem. the strategie.g adopted by the pupils and the tt•a/uation of thefr work.

INTRODUCTION

Sevnal reasons exist for teaching/learning by solving problems and nowadays there is a large amount of relevant
literalure.
111 this "Mathematics Rally-, the idea is t.hat of a class competition: the whole class has to produce a unique solution
for each given problem. As there are too many problems for a single pupil, it is necessary for the pupils to work in
groups.
In 1992, Math-Ecole (a Swiss French-speaking review for teachers of mathematics) proposed an initial challenge of
mat.hernatical problems for 3rd, 4th and ,'ith grade classes. Interest for this project developed quickly and two years
later some Swiss-Italian classes participated too.

SOME E DUCATIONAL AIMS
To solve problems is to do mathematics
Learning mathematics, as we well know, is not merely the mastering of technical calculations or book-learning. Solving
problems constitutes the aim and the foundation of learning by experience; it gives a significance to situations that
;i.re to be solved using mathematics. The context of the rally is stimulating, the problems proposed are considerable
and original, the pupils become involved and learn to be responsible. In fact, the problems proposed are not simply
applied exercises from the last chapter that was studied, but original situations to be solved mathematically: pupils
have to transfer their personal knowledge to different ambits or create new tools.
Today, the ability of working in a group is essential
In today's society, it is more and more important to work in a group; this means being able to: divide up the work,
manage time, suggest ideas, accept other pupils' ideas and cope with various points of view. fn this rally, there are
too many problems for a single pupil to solve, but the rules of the game assure co-operation and development of
interact.ion among the pupils.
Confrontation is a source of renewal
Pupils, teachers and mathematical activities in the classroom are all stimulated by the external contribution of
problems. There are new ideas, new paths to explore, exchanges, comparisons, challenges, group analysis, etc. The
rally is not only a competition, it is also the occasion to analyse in detail the results, to give prominence to different
procedures, representations and difficulties.

WORKING OUT PROBLEMS

In this kind of rally, the first tJ1ing to consider is the selection of problems - which have to satisfy certain criteria of
qnality.
The language for t he terms of the problem must be dear and rigorous in order to avoid misunderstanding arising
fiorn local l,abits; the
nrnst be aJa.pted to the pupils' language but diffrr from the traditional stereotyped school
exernses. From
matheinat.icaJ point. of l'ie\\, we must be sure of the existence of one or more solut.ions and that
the
knowledge matches the pnpib' devl'clopment. From the didact.ical point of view, it should be possible for
with difficulties
lo be doiw wi1hin the school rnrricuium, using different
the
and
diff;,rent
i1. is
t ha.i

·A PR.IORI' AND 'A POSTERIORI' ANALYSIS

the choice of the
the teachers' teams who wo.rk out the
the definition of t.he

nf

AN EXAMPLE : THE STAIN

Toto spilt the pot of jam onto the
beautiful spotted tabieciod1.
How many spots are ·corn pletely covered
b.v the jam ?
Show how you found your solution.

Cl;isses involved
This problem has been proposed to 8-1 classes (71 in French speaking Switzerland and 13 in Parma- Italy) of primary
school: 17 third grades (8-year-old pupils), 19 fourth grades (9 year old pupils) and 48 fifth grades (10-year-old
pupils).
Terms of the problem
Before arriving at the actual terms of the problem, we had to modify the first proposition based on a previous model,
because that previous model had already been used in last year's rally (in French-speaking Switzerland). In order to
gel. an original and more complex problem. we figured out two types of "spots" that compelled the pupils to do two
different operations. The two colours, on the other hand, helped with their separation.
The stain had to be big enough for the strategy of successive multiplications, additions, then the substraction of the
remaining spots, to be clearly more profitable than drawing and counting the hidden spots. But it was difficult to
find the right shape and size of the stain. as we needed an almost complete line and column of spots.
Expected answers and marks accorded
For that particular problem. the number of marks accorded to the the different types of answers are not exactly the
same for the two teams (Swiss/CH and Italian/IT):

- correct answers with explanations, calculating first the total number of spots by multiplying/adding (7xl2) +
(6x1 J) = 84 + 66 = 150, then substracting the number of visible spots: 150 - 48 = 102
4 points (CH + IT)
- correct explanation but. a mistake counting the visible spots (47 or 49) giving the answers 101 or 103
3 points
(CH), 2 points (IT)
- correct number of invisible spots (102). but without any explanation
3 points (CH + IT)
- a mistake in counting the visible spots. giving a remaining number of invisible spots of 101 or 103 2 points (CH),
lpoi11t. (IT)
- rnlcnlating the total number of spots b.v multiplying 13 x 23 = 299, then giving the number of invisible spots of
291) - 48 = 251
2 points (CH), 1 point (IT)
1 point (CH+IT)
- any other mistake of 01kulatiou or counting. one only
O point (CH + IT)
- any other mistake of calculation or counting, more than one

Analysis of the rnsult;, and evaluation
In the first category of answers(·! points), we find 44% of all the classes: 35% in 3rd, 42% in 4th and ,18% in 5th.
The aim was, of comse, to observe the progression from an elementary strategy, where the hidden spots were just
count.ed, toil. more elabornte one, where the number of hidden spots was calcula:.ed by the substraction of the visible
spots from the tota.l number of spots. The most effective strategy was the last one. Very few cla.5ses counted the 102
hidden spots, this method often led to counting mistakes: we drew the missing spots, covered by the stain, following
the order of the OH<'S tha!. :,.re not covered. and we found 101.
Contrary to the problems previously anal:vsed, this one proved to be more difficult as 37% of the classes made more
thall one mistake, either of counting or of methodology.
Among the bad str;\t.egies cf calculation of all t.he spots, the muitiplicat.ion 13xn was pia.nned and was tised by about
ten classes. Nonetheless, the most frequently found mistake, made by 20% of the classes, had not been foreseen in
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2) 48 = :rn which didn't take into account the white
l he · ;1
it was the sequence of operations
spols in the mnltiplicat.ion, but
in the subtraction.
\\',· :,,'e, in that rnist.1.kc, more t.h;u1 jnst
it seems that, we have here ,, didacticaI obstacle to
OVf':rCCJHl e.
a.bout hy habit. (or the "1.heorern-in-action'')
of multtplying the number of objects
�i.!u;i.l.cd
h of a.nv r'.'·ct
b,v th':� 1rnmbn ,Jf
its width. There are 12 spots
along ti1<c
th,� wi.d1h ( 1·2 x 7 '"" 84) ,rnd 48 spot� without
. or : the two borders
,J.re couined and make; x 12 cc·. 84,
,md t.ic::1 with the programme
belongs to I.he field of problem..
in tbe lt,tlian prngr«mmts we find the aim: ..
while fr,rmulating and
da,;;;roomtook either arithmetical or of another type".

:•r" '°'',ml·,;,.,,,,i_
where addition
,rnd
mathematical situations in
experiences and in
hypotheses of soiutions by using th,; appropriate mathematical

Final comments
In most cases, the tea.chers who were invited to take part in the rally with their classes expressed at first their fear
about working in groups, which :,o far had not been much explored was problem-solving. The skills that pupils can
develop when working in groups are generally understated, the biggest fear was that conflict or episodes of over
confidence could take place. Indeed, during the first '"·training tests", the discussion, which was quite lively within
each group, sometimes caused conflicts among the pupils and tested the authority of the leaders. On the other hand,
a� the teachers unanimously stated, the rules of the discussion gradually became clearer and the organisation of the
groups improved during the various rounds of the rally. Eventually the teachers' fears turned into enthusiasm and a
wish to continue. An important a.5pect of the rally is also linked to the oppotunity of continuing without the teacher's
help: one must make decisions on the answers to be given, which implies the pupils' resort to substantive argument in
order to support their statements and then leads to the validation of the mathematical activity. These are didactical
aspects that concern all levels of schooling. Therefore this year ( 1997) the rally has been extended to middle school.
Their resulting experience will certainly offer guidance on the possible extension to upper secondary school.
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']'he Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Prize
F('1rn.n >�un.yfT; Bn.l<igucr t 1�112 l!}t".;�·) \Va...;; a sdf-t.hught CataJF.tn n1at.ht\·;n,1:.ticia.n vvhu 1 in. z-;i)ite uf a ::1,esl(H.L� physical di�cd::ail.ity1
\Yits very ac(lvc fn rt::::;.e,:,1.r.J1 i.n .-::la...;; ...;ica. \L:1th::.'.1n:':itir:a.i }\ntilysJ::,; 1 an are,.1 in ·\vhich he rv::q.uircd i.ntt:rna.l.i...:,nnJ .recog::n.itk1tL

i B;dag11.cr, the lnefitut d'E'�1i:udi8 (7atf;llH43 ti.:wd..::ds an
f.::::..ch ycar t iu hon.::,ur cl the rn(�rnory of Ferran
international rna.tlu.-1:1natic1:il ri:·search
hJ.-:; nanH:\ rrhis
the h.rst tu.He 1n
(1

(2l
(I)

( ·1)

(':>)

(fi)
(7)
(8)

'Tlw pnz;, wiH be :i.ward,-·d for ;; rna.thematir:;;.!
1n iiH a.ctl vc a.r,:a. of
r:ont.ributions.
The moBograph must be
, written lll English, and of at least 150 pages. ln
ca..ses,
rnanu:;cripts in other Lrngu,i.ge,:. may be considered.
'l'he
amounting to 1.ROOJlOO pt.a., is provided by the Ferran
i Balaguer Foundation. The winning
monograph will be published iu Birkhauser Verlag's series "Progress in Mathematics". subject to the usual
regulations con,:erning copyright- and author's rights.
The winner of the prize will be proposed by a Scientific Committee consisting of:
Prof. Friedrich Hirzebruch ( .\lax-Planck lnstirnt)
Prof. Paul :O.lalliavin (L'niversitt' de Paris VI)
Prof. Joseph Oesterle (Universite. de Paris VI)
Prof. Joa.I! Sola \lorales (lTniversitat Polit.ecnica de Catalunya}
Prof. Alan Weinstein (tlnivcrsity of California at Berkeley)
:\lo11ograpb should be preferably typeset in TeX. Authors should send a hard copy and two disks containing
the DV! and PostScript file;:;, together with a letter of submission to the following address before December
5. l !}'.l7
ln�titut. d'E�tudi� Catalans
Apartat .'iO
08193 Bellaterra
Spain
Electronic mail: crm i\crm.es
The 11ame of the prize-winner \vill be announced in Barcelona in April 1998.
The submission of a monograph implies the acceptance of all of the above conditions.
For further information on the Ft1Ta11 S1mytT i Balaguer Founda.tion, see Web: http://crm.es/info/ffsb.htm

The Fifth Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Prize
The Jn.sli/1J/ d'E.�tudis catala11.s awarded the fifth Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Prize to A. Bottcher and Y.L Karlovich
on April 22 for tht,ir monograph entitled Carleson Curves. !v1uckenhoupt Weights, and Toeplitz operators.
The awarded monograph is a self-collla.ined exposit.ion of the spectral theory of Toeptitz operators with piecewise
contiuuous coefficients, to which the authors have significantly contributed. It also covers topics such as Carleson
fhvid curYes. M uckeid1oup1. weights, weighted norm inequalities, Cauchy singular integrals, \Viener-Hopf factorisation
gcneratnl bv idempotents.
a.nd l:hnach
'rlw prize (OB5ists of l ,800.llf!O pta
;.!athemat.ics''.

The

will he

m Birkhiiuser
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THIRD EUROPEAN CONGRESS OF MATHEJ\!IATICS
Barcelona, July 10 to July 14, 2000
,h already a11nou11<:ed in previous issues of the Newsktt.,:r, the third [CM will he organized in Barcelona by the
(\tt alan :v!athem<tticzd Socidy, under the auspices of the European M,tthema.tical Societ.y. The following persons
have agreed to preside over committees.
President of the Scientific Committee: Sir Michael At.iyah
President of the Prize Committee: Jacques-Louis Lions
Pre:c1ideut of the Round Table Committee: Miguel de Guzman
The Organizing Committee, nominated by the Catalan Mathematical Society, consists of 11. Alseda, J. Amoros,
C. Broto, J, l\'1. Brunat, M. J. Carro, T. Crespo, J, M. Font, G. Lugosi, J. Moncasi, A. Palanques-Mestre, J. Saludes,
0. Serra, F. Utzet, .tvI. Valencia, J. Verdera, and S. Zarzuela. Their tasks are coordinated by an Executive Committee
with the following members:
President.: Sebastia Xamb6 ( sxd©ma2. u pc. es)
Secretary of Organization: Marta Sanz ( sanz4kerber .mat.ub. es)
Infrastructure: Ferran Puerta (puertaCma1. upc. es)
Programming and Activities Rosa Maria :\fir6 (miroOcerber.mat. ub. es)
Finances: Julia Cuff ( vr-cufiCrectorat. uab. es)
1nfofrnation and Communications: Carles Casacuberta ( casac©mat. uab. es)
Contact address:
Socieiat Catalana de 11atematiques
Carrer del Carrne, 4 i. E-08001 Barcelona
Phone: (3°1 3) 270 16 20, fax: (34 3) no 11 80
Congress e-mail: 3ecm©iec. es
The cougre�s web site contains preliminary in format.ion at http://www. iec. es/3ecm/
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CZECH REP BLIC

Sixth International Spring School
Nonlinear Analysis, Function Spaces and .Applications
Prague, May :n June 6, 1998
T!w sixth spring ,3c)1ool. which continues the serie:< of preceding five schools, orgi1nizcd by the J\Iathematica! ln:stitute
i11 J'.)18, rns·2, 198fi, 1990. ,tnd 19:H.. will take pla.ce in Prague from Sunday, May 31 (the day of arrival) to
June 6, l!HJ8.
The sdwol will conccntraic on survey lectures on the topics li�ted in the title. The invited speakers
V. I. Burenkov (Cardiff. u,:J
F. Cobos (Madrid, Spain)
V. G. Maz'ya (Linkoping, Sweden)
L. Pick (Prague, Czech Republic)
C. Shordone (Naples, Italy)
H. Triebel (Jena, Germany)
I. E. Verbitsky (Columbia, MO, USA)
W. P. Ziemer (Bloomington, IN, USA)
will delivn a series of four lectures each. In addition to the main lectures there will be a limited possibility of short
communications and a poster session.
For registratio11 ,wd for furlher information please contact A. I..:ufner (Chairman of the Organizing Committee) or
L. Pick (Secretary). \!athemalical lnslit.ute, Academy of Sciences. Zitn;i '.!.S, 11.'5 6i Praha 1, Czech Republic; e-mail
address: pick{nn box.cesnet.cz

FRANCE
Instructional Conference On Algebraic Independence
Luminy, France, 29 September-3 October 1997
,\[;\!. In the past two years some remarkable progress has been made in transcendenta.l number theory. Barre'
Sirieix, Diaz, Gramain ,rnd Philibert pro1ed that the rnodula.r function J a:,;sumes transcendental values at algebraic
poinb q wit.Ii O < liJI < J, .\esrerenko extended their method ;wd proved a �erics of algebraic independence results,
for example the algebraic ill(h·pend,,nce of,. and c", Nest.erenko's results have been used to derive an algebraic
iud,'.pe1Hience resull whJCh implies that the infinite sum of the terms 2-n (n 1, 2, ...) is transcendental. The aim
of the present in;;lructio11al conference is to enable primarily grad1rnt.e students and post-docs to get acquainted with
t.he 1,,,w methods a.nd results. 'fhc lcctun,s will m;1ke a full course.
LE('.'TURERS: F.t\mornso (
1'.!. \.V;,Jdschmidt 1.Pa.ris:.
(':-tuail:
\\ WW

l ,l

), Y11.V \esterrnko (Mosha), P. Philippon {Paris), D. Roy

�,iath,cm;i.tisch lnstituut fU.iL, P.O. Box fl:.l2, 23.00 lL\
1ei-d�:nuni\•.nl
.IHil.1.h

rn1:\V

Th,: Netherlands
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FINLAND
VII JYVASKYLA INTERNATIONAL SUl\!IMERSCHOOL
August 4-22, Jyvaskyla, Finland
C OURSES ON MODERN DYNA MICAL SYSTEMS
LE'ctures:

Peter Gacs ! Bost.on) : Reliable cdlular automata with selforganisation. Aug.4-8 (10 hour;;)
Bodi! Brnnner (D'I'U, Lyngby ): Qua,-iconformal surgery in holomorphic <lynamics, Aug. 11-15 (10 hours)
Thierry Gallay (Orsay, Paris): Introduction to extended dynamical systems, Aug. 11-15 po hours)
\\'orkshop on modern dynamical systems Aug. 9-10
These courses are EU-funded. The citizens of EU-countries or Norway or Israel can get EU support for the travel
and living expenses.
For more information and registration see www-pages at the address
hitp://www.jyu.fi/sumrnerschool/

GEORGIA
Tbilisi International Centre of Mathematics and Informatics (TICMI)
Advanced Course on Pseudodifferential Operators and Their Applications 1
25 June-5 July 1997, TICMI (Tbilisi)
Roland Duduchava (University of Tbilisi, Georgia)
PSEUDODIFFEREN TIAL EQUATIONS ON MANIFOLDS WITH
S OLVABIL ITY. ASYMPT OTICS OF SOLUTIONS, APPLICATIONS

SMOO TH BOUNDARY:

Summary:
Pseu<lodifferential operators ( PsDOs) on manifolds (definition, properties). Boundedness of PsDOs in anisotropic
Sobolev spaces with weight. Factorisation of matrix elliptic symbols an<l Fredholrn properties of PsDOs. Asymptotics
of solutions to elliptic systems of pseudodifferential equations. Application to some problems in elasticity.
B.- \Volfgang Schulze (university of Potsdarn, Germany)
THE PSEUDO-DIFFEREN TIAL CALCULUS FOR SINGULAR AND DEGENERATE OPERA
TORS
Summary:
The lect.u res present the basic methods of PsDOs for solving .eHiptic and parabolic problems on configurations
wi1.b singularities { conical. edge, corners, cuspidal etc.). Essen hit! tools are the .Mellin transform, meromorphic
opera.tor-valued symbols and weighted wedge Sobolev spaces with asymptotics. The calculus is aimed at constructing
par,trndrices or inverses with the calcntus and to illustra.te t.he connection to concrete models in applied scit>nces.
C'oordinat.or·
Jaiani
ADVAN CED C OURSE ON THEORY O F ELASTICITY 2
1997
Loc1t.wn: TJCM[ 'Tbilisi

THREE- .AND T\VO-DIMENSIONAL EL.ASTJCITY

J5

EURONEWS

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF ANISOTROPIC NONHOMO
GENEOUS ELASTIC PLATES AND SHELLS
Summa.ry;
Con.,;tn1clio11 of tinitc: moJe!s
such as von ha.rman, Reissner, Eirchhoff etc) without simplifying hypotheses.
ln1<:stig:1t.iou of problems of nror e"t.imation, convergence and effective solvability of two-dimensional .models
corrc;;poadin1s to the reduction methods (e.g. T'heories of V,:kua. Babushka). Some similar generalisations for
piczoelastic and electric da.�tic pl1tl.!'s and shells. N'ew numerical processes for solving of some two-dimensional
problems in above �t:ns,.,.
Coordina1.or: George Ja.iani
These .-·ournes are suitable for ad va11ced graduate students or recent Ph.Ds. The participants will also have an
opport.unit..v to giw: :?0-rninute talks on their own work at a mini-symposium which will take place during the Advanced
('ourse. L<::cturt,s ;rnd ahstrnns of the 1alks will he published and di,-tr. ibnted among the lecturers and par1icipants
,dtcr the Ad va.nccd Course. Th,· regis1ration fee for participants is ,rno FSD which includes all local expenses during
the ,\dvauced C'oun-e. A re;.;tricted numlwr of participants will be awarded grants.
Furl her information:
TIC.\11,Veku.i Institute of .-\pplied .\!athematics of Tbilisi State UniYersity, University Str. :?, Tbilisi :380043, Georgia
e. mail:jaiani·i:!Japmat.h.acnet.ge or gmu �!imath.acnet.ge
Fax:OOY95 :32 :304697
Td.:00995 32 :rnJ040

PORTUGAL
lst International Meeting on Geometry and Topology
Braga, (Portugal), September 11-13, 1997
The Conference con�ists of one hour lectures given by the following iuvited speakers:
\\". Ballma.nn (Bonn, Germany)
D. S,tlarnon (vVarwick, England)

R. Osserman (Berkeley, USA)
A. Verjovsky (Lille, France)

The programme of the Conference will a.lso i11clude sessions for short communications

po minutes) and posters.

Scientific Commit tee:
L. ,.\_ Cordero (Santiago dt.: Compostela), F. Craveiro de Carvalho (Coimbra), J. Eells (Cambridge), A. Machado
( Lisboit}, L. Magalhaes ( Porto). S. A. Robertson (Southampton).
Local organization:
:\na Pereira do Vale
Centro de J\latemitica d:i. C.l\J. - Campus de Gualta.r '1710 Braga Portugal
e-mail: a.vale·<�rnalh. n minho. pt
fax: 3;,J-53-678982
There is abo inform:ttioit on the
www .rna.th.uminhn ..pi/ v!lla ! /
hi
0

adress:
/mgt97.html
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SPAIN
Advanced Course on Statistical Inference for lvlathematical Finance
Centre de Recerca l\1atema.tica, Can1pus of the Universitat Autonoma de
Barcelona, Bellaterra, Spain, November 17 ·- 22, 1997
Speak,!rs: M. Sorcnsou, ,-\,arhm; Ii ni\'ersity "'Statistical Inference for Diffusion-Type .'vfodels"
.L l\idsen, Aarhus University - "Pricing and Hedging in Contir1uous-Time Finance"
The lectures will be held in the morning; afternoons will be devoted to complementary activities (problem sessions,
expository t�lks. seminars).
Coordinators: Joan det Castillo and Pere Vinyolas
Registration Fee: '20.000 pta.
Deadline: Sept.ember 20. 1997
Grants: The CRM can offer a limited number of grants covering the registration fee. The deadline for applying is
August ;31, 1997.
Payment: Payment for registration should be made by September 20, 1997.
Further information: www http://crm.es or mail crm@crm.es

Workshop on Stochastic Processes m Financial Markets
Dates: November 13 and 14, 1997
Borsa de Barcelona
Organisers: Centre de Recerca ,\1atematica and Borsa de Barcelona

Symposium on Discrete Dynamical Systems in honour of Wieslaw Szlenk
August 25 - 28, 1997
Centre de Recerca Matematica, Campus Universitat A utonoma de Barcelona,
Bellaterra, Spain
Organising Committee:
Liu is Alseda ( Universitat Au tonoma de Barcelona, .Jaume Llibre ( U niversit.at Aut6noma de Barcelona), Michal
Misiurewicz ( Indiana U ni\·ersity - Purdue University)
Tentative list of speakers: Alseda, LL. Baldwin, S., Balibrea, F.,
Blokh, A., Boyland, P., Fagella, N., hrzyzewski, E., Ledrappier, F.,
Llibre, .J., Los, L \Iach.ay, R., Manning, A .. Nowicki, T., Nunes, A ..
Przytycki, F., Si,tni, Ya., Smital. J.. Tresser. Ch., Franks. J., J\fanosas, F., Urbanski, M. Gambaudo, J.11.. Melo, W.
de. fan Strien. S.,
Cna.>:'chi, J., Miusinrewicz. 1l., \\'alters. P., Jakobson, M.V., Newhouse,
S .. \Vojtkowski, M ., .Katok. A., .:Jitecki. Z., Young, L.S., Keller. G.
Aim: The interest of the .,;nnposium will be focused on systems in "]-'aces of dim(•nsion one
and higher ( tori,
Ji;;cs and othi.:r .tnanifolds). The aim of this
w,, would like to surnma.ri,;e the progre:cs made in this
a.nd on the other lo
in t.h.i s a.n'.a will haw., the oppml
to
id,•as.

trees
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Problem Corner

Paul J.ai11ta, 1-Verkvolksfr. 10, D-91126 Schwabacb, Ge1·many

Drawing 1norals from orals
Tlw ,;pedal feature of the L+eningrad l\.1atlwmatical Olympiad
The problems facing Russia following the collapse c,f the Soviet Empire a.re well documented in the press. But we need
havrc no fea.rs that there rema.ins little worth emulating! Vv'e can recognise many worthwhile aspects of their
not least, for exa.mpk·. in t!H� field of teaxhing; and promoting students. .\Iat.hem.atics coutest.;; in Rassia are still
i.ntc1k:cta
very dernauding and held in hig,h e�tr.enL Previously, in the ne,v:sletter no 22, I outlined the essentia.1s
of the L,:nin1c1rad \l ath,·mat.ical Olympiads ( L\! 0) hut I omitted one fundamental aspect: The Oral Rounds. These
are" special feature anJ yci a.re hardly kuown in the rest of the (\Vesiern) m
. athem,ttiud commtrnity. This state of
affa.irn 8hould be altned. for th,· L.\ !O i� tbe only official competition in Russia (and perhaps the world) in which the
final round� are held viva voce. Adopting this id1ca could open up entirely new vistas elsewhere.
Bdore giving more details on these orals. it is necessary to discuss the structure of the L1IO. The Olympiad is divided
into four kvcb. or rounds:
School level for the top six grades. is held at local schools in December and January.
'2. Regional level, t.akt:s place in each of the 22 Leningrad regions in February.
:L All-city level, the main round. runs in February and March.
.J. F inal level, the elimination round, brings the competition to an end in March.
The Olympiad certainly does not re;;emble an entrance exam with mountains of papers and d'ead silence. It resembles
more a spontaneous conversation between contestants and jury members. Participants in the oral rounds of the
L\!O receive a written list of problems but are not obliged to write down their solutions. Instead, any competitor
with a proposed solution to one or more problems elaborates this to a jury member orally (and must be prepared to
an�wer all questions posed by the jury). There are usually 40-60 jurors, mostly students, graduates, and professors
of the St. Petersburg State i.; niversity waiting for the competitors. Each juror records a score of plus or minns
for a right or wrong solution and the contestants have three chances to solve each problem. The high level of
the problems, especially in the elimination round, requires the jurors t.o exercise extreme accuracy and precision in
accepting solution�. They traJitionally work in pairs. The contestants standing is based on how many problems they
;:olvc. It ha.ppcns, sometimes, that the participants solve only a few of the problems, which is not the case in many
other competitions.
Main Round
The overall main round consists of six or seven problems, and the complexity of the problems usually increases from
fir�t to la:<t t.hongh not all problems are offered to all competitors. At the beginning of this round, all participants
sil in preliminary das;;es. where the first four problems are written on the blackboard or presented on paper. Two or
three additional problems are posed in an ·'outer" class only, after three preliminary problems have b een solved. The
first two problems - th<" so-called consolation problems· are chosen so that a majority of the contestants are able to
cope with them. The last om, or two problems are really tough nuts to crack. Nevertheless, at least one participant
usually solves all the problem;; at that level.
Participa11ts
The LMO jnry invites m,rny candid;;te:, to take part in the
lion: the wiruwrs of the second- level
cun!c::ts of th(: carre11! .,ear; all ,-111de11ls who r,·ceiw�<l
of the first. thn,e
of the
O!yrnpiad; a.nd ,di the si nd,·ab who rcceiv,·d diplomas of the !i rst t.wo
at t.he ninth,vin :ners of the
arc i1i--1ited !o
to c1:.Jn1pet.:: in.
'T'ho��e contf5t:ints \\:ho a.ch.ie\''f' ilH:: best re&ults in th,f' n1:tin 1:onnd are
the e1ixninat1on round.

Elimination Rmmd
L;ntike i.he n.;i.in ronnd, the •elimination fina.t !evd is not divided rnw
and "outer'' parts, a.nd it consists
of eight or nine
i1.1�tea.d of six or st·vni. ,\fost. of the conte;-:tant, in l.hi,s round are students attendini
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is why the problems in the elimination round of the LMO can be so challenging. Often, at this level some problems
ue not solved at all.

Upshot

The entire oral format oft.he L.\IO seems really tempting. And there isnt much that can be said against it: for example,
any misjudgements made by jurors in accepting and erroneous solution cannot be altered once the Olympiad is over
- the only chance to correct an unjustified score is during the course of the contest. But the following ad\•antages of
its construction surely outweigh its drawbacks:
- Direct communication between competitors and jurors demands the use of correct mathematical ianguage;
- There is the possibility of rectifying mistakes during the Olympiad and even of changing one's point of view on a
question;
- Time is not wasted in writing down solutions or in proving well-known facts used in explanations;
- Scores are obtained quickly and winners can be identified immediately after the end of the event.
I was most a:ffected by another aspect of the contest: when I first came across this competition I was awe-struck by
the novelty of the problems. When browsing through the questions, there were many times when I just had to stop
reading because I wanted to work on the problem I had just read or I just had to drop everything to steal a glance at
the solution. As an avid problemist as well as editor of two problem corners, I see hundreds of problems every year,
but somehow these problems seemed different. They have some indescribable property that I can't put into words
that somehow makes them different from most of the problems I stumble across in Western contests. Perhaps it is
because we, in the Western part of the globe, have had insufficient contact in the past with the educational system
of the former Soviet Union.

.\1athematicians, problemists, students and educators should all benefit from these challenging questions. One
difference that can be noted between these problems and those of contests in Europe (or overseas) is the large
munber involving mathematical games. (See question no. 69 in this issue.) Pedagogically, I feel such problems draw.;
a student into trying to find the winning strategy and so help make mathematics fun, useful and interesting. Another
difference is the dearth of problems involving probability or trigonometry. Is this some significant cultural difference
or is it just an accident due to the small sample I possess?
Whatever makes these problems different from the usual, I am pleased to offer you now six representative types as
an instance of each of the stages of the L.\10.

Q. 69 A pile of 500 matches is given. Two players play the following game. In one tum, each player
can take from the pile 1,2,4,8,... (any power of2) matches. Toe player who cannot move loses. As
suming perfect play, who �ill v.,in this game ? (Main Ro1.md 1987, Grade 5)
Q. 70 Several (but no fewer th.an two) nonzero numbers are written on a blackboard. One may erase

any two numbers A and B and then write the number::; A+� and B - .i instead of lhem. Prove
2

2

that the set of numbers on the blackboard, after perfonning any number of the preceding operati
ons, cannot coincide with the initial set. (Main Round 1989, Grade 6)
71 An astronomer added all the distances bet';veen 50 stars that he observed ,viJh a telescope. Tiw
25 of the stars. Prove that tht: sum of t.1e distance::. b,::a cloud.
r�sult was S.

tween

25

,.

stars is le::,s than �

72 Aikr a chess toumamcnl: was over, it was fotmd lfo,t ead1
k times and that the scores of the
equal to a natural nurnbcr
v:.ith a common
for a

frir [l
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Q 73 All possible sequences of seven digits are written down one a!:ter another in a row, in any order
at all, to form a 70,000,000-digit number. Prove that this number is divisible by 239.
( Elimi.1131.ion Round l 939, Grule 9)

?vfaybe you have appreciated the Russian way to work out a problem If so, then l am able to encoura
ge you to pit your wits against the teasers from SL Petersburg. When you find you arc successful v.ith
ll1ese problems, I liope you will then find a further challenge Rith the problems in Lliis section in general.
Actually, solutions do add piquaJ1cy to the problem comer in a way. So, there is no time for procrastinati
on to talk about lhe p.roblerns take11 fron1 the ne'rvsletter no. 22. Yet before we corn.mcnce discussion 11cre
is another struggler to question 54 subrr,jrted by Oddvar Iden, Mathematisk Institutt, Universitetet Ber
gen., Norway. The Norwegian problemist shared an office for four weeks in '88 with Claudio Bernardi,
who first solved this problem. Possibly that has nagged at him, so he gave a second and even simpler illu
stration of a proof without words.
A

Q 54. ABC is an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle. The distances from
a point X on the circle to A, B and C respectively are a, b and c, where
a ;;:: b and a� c. Prove that a = b + c.
Solution Consider the rotation of centre A and angle 60°
that maps PB onto DC. See 1l1e figure.
Q 57.Let P(x) be a polynomial with integer coefficients.
Show that if Q(x) = P(x) + 12 has at least si.'< distinct integer
roots,then P(x) has no integer roots.
Solution ( I didn't receive any solutions to this problem from readers.
ving the open question.)

p

B
So I've tried my hand at sol

The six integer roots of Q(x) are denoted xh x2, ... , �.
TI1en we have Q(x) = (x-x i)(x-x;:)(x-x,)(x-x.,)(x-x-;)(x-�)· R(x) by the Factor Theorem (where R(x) is
a polynomial with integer coefficients according to the division algorithm).
Suppose P(x) has an integer root x.ry. Then Q(x.J) = P(x.:,) + 12 = 12 = Y1Y2Y3Y4 YsY6 .r , with Yi = :Y>-0 - ;,,._ ,
r =� R(x.:,), which contradicts the assumption that the Yi are distinct.
Q 58. Determine all natural numbers N whose decimal representation satisfies the following conditions:
(!) N = (aabb) 10 , with (aab):".) and (abb) i o prime numbers;
(2) N �""' p 1 ·p2 ·p:, where p, (1 s k s 3) is a prime consisting ofk: (decimal) digits.
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Solution ( Dr .J.N. Lillington, Wiririlh Technology Centre, Dorchester)
(aab) i0 and (abb) 10 prime=> b-;::: 0,2,4,6,8 or 5
(!) and
a and b do not have a corrunon factor
(2).
'Diis gives
p 1 = 3 or '7 the o nly possibility. Abo P2 = 11 since (aabb) w : 11 "'' 11 {lOOa-tb) : 11 "'(.iOb)w Now p, =
: p 1 and a?: p, since (a0b)10 : p 1 2 IOI.
Suppose p 1 ""' 7. Tnrn (aObb : 7 '"' (91
· 7 is an integer if and only if 9a+b = O (mod7) (3).
by (3) which are all impossible by (1) or (2).
Nmv a E {7,8,9} cc-:;, b ""' 0 or 7,
So Pi;,: 7 and
111cn ([10b)10: 3 "' (99a,·a+b): 3 is an integer ii and only if a+b ""O (mod 3) (4).
(a0b) 10 prime =>
2a+b c;t O (mod 3)
(5)
(abb)10 prime =>
a+2b ;t O (mod 3)
(6).
Now a:;;,: 3,6,9 othernrise b = 0 (mod 3) by (4), contradicts (5), (6).
In case of as 1 (mod 3) ::::, a = 4,7 => b = 2,5 or 8, contradicts (1).
So a =t= l (mod 3) and a= 2 (mod 3), b = 1 (mod 3)::::, a = 5, b = 7 and p3 = 169 = 132 , impossible.

7

Thus a = 8, b = 7 and N= 8877 is rbe only solution. An easy check verifies that (aab) i 0 and (abb). 0 are
q.e.d.
prime and N = 3 · 11 · 269.
Q 59.Prove: In a convex quadrilateral of area 1, the sum of the lengths of all sides and diagonals is not less
than 4+ Js.
Solution (Dr J.N. Lillington)
We have (BD+AC)2 = 4BD·AC+(BD-AC)2 :7i! 4BD·AC
8(0.5BD·A£sinE+0.5BD·ECsinE)
4BD·(AE+ EC) ;;:,:
= 8(area of 1:i ABD + area of 6 BCD)= 8.
(1)
2
Similarly (AB+BC+CD+AD) =
4(AB+CD)(BC+AD) +[ (AB+CD)-(BC-'- AD) J 2
� 4(AB+CD)(BC+AD) =
4{AB-BC+CD·AD+AB·AD+CD·BC)
:;: 8(0.5.1\B·BCsinB + 0.5CD·ADsinD + 0.5AB·ADsinA +
0.5CD-BCsinC)
= 8 · area of(MBC+MCD+L\..A.BD+�BCD) = 8·2 = 16. (2)
(1) and (2) together give AB+BC+CD+DA+BD+AC � 4+ Ji. q.e.d.
Q 60.Find the greatest natural n for which there exist positive integers X1, x:2, ... , x,, and a i , a2 ,
1980
with a 1 < ... < a,_, such that X; • x2 · ... · ::.,, = 1980 and X; + -- = a, for 1 = 1,2, ... , n-L

... ,

a,,_ 1

;,;!

Sollftion (Dr Z Reut, London)
tv.;o
equations. In the first equation tl1e product of all x, , ; =
111e positive integ,�rs x 1 ,."Z2, .•• ,:""
... , n is equal to l
it follows that aJ.i .'\.. cannot be equal to unity. The second equation contains the
1980 , and
3;, i = .l ... , n-l, is also an integer, it fo!Jows that each x, has to divide 1980.
term ---;r.:i

j :::� l

. ,� :r n-1> and s1.1.btracted fforn

to
1980 be-

!nve to be in a
1980
The
ted
Uit�

it foUows that x, '>
n,> C'f'Ml,,'ll

:,� .

'f11e factoring in primes
consistent 'l'vi.tl1 the sta.ted
� and hence �. 1 .'(J··� .... X:,.1 :� 7t
and ll ·" c\tl a:, i '" l

l l . Since x,
a conLtd{li\_:tion
can be calct'"t.i:1··
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Q 6 l .For a nonnegative integer n let

a,

r:-)211+1

1(

! 3 +- -.111
L

c.c

l

-

be the greatest integer not exceeding

(3 + JTq,'.n+i Find the greatest power of2 that divides a, .

.Fir�"1 solution (Dr Z Reut)

.
.
We can write the basic expression m the iorrn:

., 1
-1-,-11
,-1r
• . ,...- .:.tt+
? .
l h v111) = {3+ vllJ\ (3+ J11 ! II , where n = 0, 1 ,-,···
,
L

2
Since I:;+ "11f 9 + 6,/ii + (Ii 1)1 2(10-; J�1l), ti'1e basic expression is
0,

I

r;:·)ur+ 1
vll

I

\J+

.

=<l-2

.. (
n+i

'

'

,

r;·-)"

·
l v'lt]
. +. -j(10+3v11 . fhe square root ofdeven can be estimated by the inequality
i 6

3< J11 < !_?_, since Ju> ,/9 = 3, and Ju= J99 < 1 100 = � . The factors in brackets are then estimated as
3
3
19 V9
r-

r;;-

follows: 1 < � + !i£ < .1.2., and 19 < 10 ·"- 3.,/11 < 20; for the total factor we have
2 6 18
19

11

<(

±

+�J(1 0 +3v1J.r

<C:)20".

It can be shown that the integer part of the total factor is an odd inte-

ger, and that 2n+1 is the greatest power of2 which divides a,=

[(3 + Ju( l

Second solution (Dr J.N. Lillington)

3
Let x = 3+ Ju . Starting at 3+ ./u +(3- Ju) = 6, we find 3- ,Iii= ( x - .::. = 6 = 2lo where lo L'> odd
.

1

.t

+

J.

.Ju)(3 + Ju) = �
3+/Il

3+[i"i

(1) . Analogously
we get x 2 + � = 40 = 2 3 -5
�
z

:-=> x3 - ..!.. = 2\ + 2'1 lo·5
J
x

We shall have by induction on n that x::..+ ; -

x

:::::;, x.3 - � = 2\ where 1 1 is odd
x"

-=-1
(,;:,.,:

�+i

2.

or
(2).
(3).

= 2"+1!,, where 1,, is odd.

1ne result is true by(]) and (3) for n "'' 0, 1 and so we can assume that
2r.
x2:,·3 - (!-) -J = 2°· 11,,.2 (4) and x:.,,.i - (!I 2n-i = 2'\.1 (5) where Li.2, L..1 are odd.
x
,u

(2) x (5) =>

. 5{,., _ l

the inductive
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Q 62. Let Z be the set of all .integers. Consider a function f: Z i--,. Z wi.th the properties:
tt92+x) '"' ft92-x)
(1 )
(2) i(l9 ·
'"' f1_l9 ·92 - x'.i and
(3) t(l 992+x) = f( 1992 - x) for al1 x E Z.
Is it possible that all positive di visors of92 occur as values off?
Solution (r1gain no solution was .submitt e d ro th e e ditor, so h e found himself compelle d to attempt to
solve th e open qu estion.) ff for tv,;o distinct integers a,b the function f satisfies the follo"'ing reflection
conditions i{a+x) = t(a-x) , f(lr'-x) "'' f(b-x) for all x E Z, then fis periodic, which is easilv verifi�d.
For, successively, we get r�x) = f(b-b+x) = ftb+{x-b)) = f(b-(x-b)) = f(a-(x�2b}·a) =0 f(a-(;+a-2b)) �""
= f(a+(x-:-a-2b)) = f(x+2a-2b) = f(x+p)
� f(x) is periodic with period p:::: 2·(a...b).
In this case first a = 1992, b = 92, and then a = 1992, b = 19·92. The corresponding values of pare
Pi = 2(1992-92) = 8·475 and P2 = 2(1992-1748) = 8·61. 'The greatest common divisor of p 1 and p2, equal
to 8, now can be represented in the form k,p, -'- k2P2, for some suitable integers k 1 , k2 (that can be found bv
the Euclidean algorithm as is well known). So, since f is periodic with periods p 1 and' P2, it is also periodic
with period 8. Tnus its values on the 8-dernent segment {88,89, ... , 94,95) are periodically reproduced
throughout all ofZ. Since f(9 l) = f(93), t190) = 1194), fl:89) = £{95), there can be at most five distinct values,
while the number 92 = i-23 has SL'< positive divisors. Thus it is not possible that al1 positive divisors of 92
q.e.d.
occur as values of f.

That completes the Corner for t hi,c issue. Please send me your contests, suggestions, and recommendations to
help improve this feature.
Finally, propose problems for which readers can send in solutions. Proposals should, whenever possible, be
accompanied by a solution, references. and other insights which are likely to be of help for the editor. The problems
can be anything from elementary to Mh·anced, from easy to difficult but should generally focus on contests and
Olympiads and how to prepare forthem. Original problems are particularly sought. So, please submit any interesting
problems you came across. especiall.v those from (problem) books and contests that are not easily accessible. But
other interesting problems may be accept able provided they are not too well-known and that references are given as
to their provenance. I hereby invite my readers to share them with their colleagues and students. I welcome your
input!
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BRIEF REVIEWS
Edih:d by fl'(m .Vl'lnlw llwi \'lwlmifr S'ou{cl.: !Joob .mbmitled Jo,· n;vicw ,;}ioulrl be sent to th,· following adrlres.�: han
!Vd.uka, JHIUA. Soko/01:·,l.:d 83, .1815 00 Prn}w 81 Cuch Republic.
J.\,V.S.Cm,seb, E.V.Flynn: Prolegou1t,rnt to a
J\Jiddlebrow Arithmetic of CnrV<:s of Genus 2.
Lu11du11 \bth,,matica.i Socidv Lectun· \ol,' S1'ri1·s ·�JO,
Camliridgr' L1niv£>rsity Pn·ss. Cambridge. 1996. xiv+218
pp. GB!' 2·l.9'i. !SBS ll·.'i2l-•!iq,o-O
Dt:tailf:d kth)Wlcdge of the· arithme1ic of curves ha5
imp,tct. on many important mathematical problems. The
ratio11,d ami elliptic curves an, mostly considered as
understood and now the investig,1,tion of the arithmetic
of curve;; of genus 2 is att.r,u:t.ing growing interest..
ll01wver, as the authors write in the foreword "For
higher genus. existing theory is notoriously unadapted
to the '.:>tudy of individual curves, and few have been
elucidated. \Vhat is needed is a corpus of explicit
connct.(· ca;.;f•s and a middlebrow arithmetic theory
which would provide both a practicable means to
obtain tlwrn and a framework to understand any
unexpected regularities."· This background philosophy
is then realised as the following short characterisation
of the book from its back side cover describes: "This
book provides nPw in:-ights into this subject; much
of the material here is entirely new. and none has
appeared in book form before. Included is an explicit
treatmeut of the .Jacobian, which throws new light onto
the geometry of the Kummer surface. The .\fordell
\ \"cil group CcW then be determined for man�· curves,
and in many non-trivial cases all rational points can
be found. The results exemplify the power of computer
algebra in diophantine context,-, but computer FXpertise
i;s 1101. assumed in the main text. ?\umber theorists.
algebraic geometers and workers in related areas will
find that this book offers insights into t.he arithmetic of
Cllr\'es of gemi:,; '.?."' Tlw book is written for beginning
gradn.tte students who have some experieucr.· of the
fu11,Lrnu.:ntals of a.lgebraK g,0ometry. It is divided into
Ill chaptns (il.nd th(se into :-cctions n,tnwd and listed in
the cnnt.cnts unl�· when tlwY start ,t new t
Iksidt·s
!hos(· whose contents on explicitlY b,,, deduced from t.lie
abou \\,.·ddlc"s
theorern ainong otherf. ca.11 f:,e
found.
Cinnol.. h{:
IH�L�tcrci{ \Vith\JIJ invol1. :'.'d n)f!iJ':Ular.ioH, so tht> ;1uth(:rs
w.i!.ki: ax2cila.bk vrohr,1m,- wriUtcu iH \! .\PLE. Som,, of
1

\VlH: re
b�:,ok i� vvritir'H in a vr-ry ciear

The
it i:8 \Vt'"H
it.a exf:(:Hent idea ttb(}\.\i
L<:d:�

R. Dedf; ki.w, le

2!

of

Cambridge ,\1 a.thcmatia.l Library, Cambridge li ni n:rsity
Press, Cambridge, 1996, vii+158 pp., GBP 14.95, ISBN
0-521-56:'il.�-9
Dedekin,l"s t.heory of idea.b is a highlight of da;;o,;ical
number theory. On the other hand, it was the beginning
and the source of abstract algebra and it brought infinite
For these
sets to the very heart of mathematics.
reasons, at least, it is really worthwhile to read its
exposition by Dedekind himself. The present edition
begins with a beautiful introduction to number theory
by John Stillwell. Starting with the mathematics of
Ancient Greece, it explains the problems in number
theory solved by Fermat, Euler, Lagrange and Gauss.
It explains how algebraic integers. naturally emerged in
these questions. provides an exposition of composition of
quadratic forms and so on. Dedekind in his book speaks
clearly about his motivation and the obstacles he had to
overcome. Thus the theory emerges directly in front of
you. After an introduction, the example of ring Z[R]
is studied and the theory is derived in this particular
case. Then the general theory is evolved up to the point,
when it becomes clear, what should be the definition of
algebraic integers, so that the unique factorisation could
be sa1·ed in ideal theory. In the meantime, concepts like
a module, an ideal or a field come to existence. The book
concludes with some examples taken from cyclotomic
fields (including quadratic reciprocity), a proof of the
finiteness of class number and representability of ideal
numbers by adjoint quantities, The book is exciting and
easily readable even for a beginning student and it should
be exciting for experts as well. (ps)
L.Veron: Singularities of Solutions of Second
Order Quasilinear Equations, Pitman Research
Notes .in Mathematics Series, rnl.3.53, Addison Wesley
Longman, Harlow, 1996, 3T7 pp., GBP 45.00, ISBN 0.582-0;}539-2
Let

n

C R n be an open set.. let � be a "small'' subset.
and
differentj a.1
a family F of its
solutions on n \ E. The
is ciilled removable if the solution can l:,e
st·�1dicd u1
extended r.o a sc,lu t.ion 01! fL T'he
!hi., book a:t, thl·: cmHlition:0 n nd<cvr which the
;

soh1fiou:i ti<'.'Z�r ..:;:. rThe
soiutiuns 0.ml
and
cq n a.Uc rL�,
e]tht:r Jin,.::ar or (J\
d":�1.i.7I'Hn �g=;-<}

,:.E V('fgv:ncc fr,1rr·1 eq H a.t.ion.

q l1 asf Ji�·i ca.r
1 a.n-1:
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val!ishing capacity or Hau:;.dorff measure are examined.
Th{· a.pproprial.e kind of capacity or Hausdorff mea$lUe,
r<::,,pectively. depends on the )l,rowth and additimrnl
conditions to the cla,,s F
F C U(O\
The more
pariicul11r the singular set. the rnon•, that. can be said
about the behaviour of singular ,,o[utions, a11d the results
are very preci,-c for isolated singularitic;;. Chapters 2
and .J investigate equations and inequalities with source
or absorption terms, such a;:1 -.6.u ± g(u) = f. Chapter
•l is dcrntc•d to boundary singularities and removability
re,rnlts. Hert' a set '.':::
is said to be removable for
-�11
!ulq-i u = 0 if any solution u of the equation
satisfying the Dirichlet condition u :;:;: D Oil
is
the zero solution. In Chapter 5, the leading term of
the p-Laplacian or mean curvature growth is combined
with the source or absorption term. As mentioned above.
Chapter 6 is concerned with parabolic equations. The
equations studied here are similar to those studied in the
elliptic part but with the additional term Ut, and the
porous media equation. Besides counterparts to elliptic
results, typically "parabolicn phenomena also appear.
The book is a valuable guide to the variety of results
on singularities and removability and methods used in
this field. Some included results are classical, such as
those by Serrin for example. The author is highly active
in the field and a much of the material in the book
comprises deep and interesting result� due to him and his
collaborators. The exposition is clear and well ordered.
The book is st.rongly recommended for libraries and to
specialists in elliptic and parabolic partial differential
equations. (jama)
J.F.Humphreys: A Course in Group Theory,
Oxford University Pm,s, Oxford, 1996. xii+279 pp.,
c;BP 17.50, ISBN 0-198-534.5:J-1, ISBN 0-198-53459-D
This book is a clear and self-contained introduction
lo the theory of finite groups and is designed for
undergraduates. The main theme of the book is the
various classification problems in finite group theory.
After introducing the nt"cessary concepts, the author
deals with the Sylow theorems. the Jordan-Holder
t heorern, soluble groups, p-groups and group extensions.
Thtc l,tst section contains a brief discussion of the
classification of finite simple gronps. :\! any exercises are
be:cn t�·sted on students
solution;; to the cxerci:srs ,ue
rn an
Each chapter ends with a ,summary of t.he

+

group

c an

an \ :s

of Hyperm,}dia
and Vi£s1u1.lizat,iun in
Bostr.H1 1 1097 \ xv1i·+400 pri,,
ISB�, u-g1 i-6.3\111-X
D'.\I 88.0G, lSBN :J. 76'1-3.J:H
on how to
book was writ u:-n as
do<.:11rnt"nt"'.
it <J)\'ff� bn�h aspects t.>f
'The fir�1
and in11hifl12d:a.
P,A.Gioor:

communication distinguishing user's knowledge level,
automatic linking, searching, sequentia!isation (building
guides on documents), looking for similarities and
building hierarchical structures and maps (including
fish-eye view technology) of the text.
WWW and
favourite lnternet searching engines are also mentioned.
The second p.::.rt deals with corresponding computer
implementation issues.
The author presents his
own Cyber-Toolbox and demonstrates practical results
on different documents.
The Toolbox contains the
Gloor/Dyues Hypertext Engine (document structuring
tools) and the Cybermap (a system automaticaly
generating maps of hypertext documents).
Finally
hierarchical maps and their reduction onto trees, both
well complemented by examples, are dealt with. Part
three describes algorithm animating as an example
of hypermedia learning environments.
The author
participated in the project "Animated Algorithms"
(hypermedia adaptation of the textbook Introduction
to Algorithms), which is described. There are many
hints on how to publish analogous documents. Some
aspects of animation by scripting are also included. The
fourth part presents the VideoScheme system - a LISP
like language arranged for algorithm-based multimedia
editing. It contains a short overview, the main features
and some simple examples that demonstrate the many
uses of this tool. The final part describes the author's
experience with publishing a hypermedia compilation
of a scientific conference. Both versions - CD-ROM
and \VW\V - are described with an emphasis on the
comparison of these two standard platforms. \Vith many
hints and examples, this book will be useful to all people
publishing or preparing to publish hypermedia (e.g. CD
ROM developers, Website ·designers). (dstan)
H.Salzmann, D.Betten, T.Grundhofer, H.Hiihl,
R.Lowen. M.Stroppel:
Compact Projective
Planes.
With an hitroduction to Octonian
Geometry, de Gruyter Expositions in 1fathematics 21,
v\'alt.er <le Gruyter, Berlin, 1995, xiii+688 pp., 31 fig.,
DM 258.00, ISBN 3-110-11480-1

This book is an encyclopaedia on topological geometry.
It. includes the study of affine and projective planes,
their incidence geometries and topologies compatible
·with the geometric structure. In tlw first part the
dassical project.ive pl.aues (real, complex, quatern.ionic
and
in detail. The main role
by their
and

of the algebraic
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and tool;; from topology, Lie theory and theory of
l r,u1sformation groups. T'here i:,; also ;, comprehensive
bibliography (-13 page;;). The theory is presented in
a reildable form and will be very useful for everyone
i11tcrcsted in geometry il.Hd topologv. \jl-rn)
O.Ilabelou. P.Cartier. Y .Ko,arnurn-Schwar:,:bach:
Iut.egrabk System,; .
The Verdier :Vfomorial
Couforence: Actes dn Colloque International de
Lnminy, Birkhii11ser. BosloH. 1\.1(>:l. xii+.lGii pp .. Dtvl
198.00, ISBN O-ol7-6J65.1-G, ISBN :J-'i(H-.l3G5.l-6
.J.-L. V.:rdiC'r planned to organise a conference on
i11tcgr.1ble systems jnst before his tragic death. These
pl;rns were realised later: th<' conference 'Integrable
::i_vsterns' was organised at ClRM, Luminy (France) in
1991. This book is the proceedings of the conference
and it contains a high-level a.ud repre:sentative sample
of contributions covering several aspects of the theory
of integrable systems. The book begins with a nice
historical s11rvey of the subject written by D.Bennequin.
'I'he tau functions of certain integrable systems are
discussed iu papers hr L.Takht.ajan, G.\Vilson, L.Dickey
and P. van Moerbecke. Hamiltonian formalism is used
i11 the work by N.M.Ercolani, H.F laschka and S.Singer,
V.Guillemin and A.T.Fomenko; papers by A.Treibich,
B. van Gemen a.nd E,Previato, N.M.Ercolani, H.Kni.irrer
and E.Trubowitz are devoted in turn to elliptic
�olutions of hP hierarchy. higher-order nonabelian theta
functions, ;rnd to to immersed submanifolds in R'1 with
constant mean curva! 11 re. The bihamiltonian approach
i� presented in papers by P.J.Olver and F.Magri,
and by P.Casati and .\!.Pedroni. The contributions
by E.Date and by .\I .Bellon, J.-.\1. .\laillardand and
C.Viallet are devoted to solvable lattice models. The
fiual co1upreheusive paper by B.Dll brovin describes
a connection between topological field theories and
inu:gra.bility of hierarchies of Hamiltonian systems. (vs)
A.E,,;cassnt: Aualytic Elements in p-adic Anal
y:-,i,,;. \Vorld Scit'nt.ific. Singapore, 1995. x+:390 pp., $
:J 1.00, ISBN 9-810-:2:213-t-:J

Th,· last decades are characteri,;ed by growiug interest
i11 p--,1dic tedrniques. p· adic analysis having its roots
in number theory and ,,lgcbra i� no lo11ger an amusing
altl'rnative to tli,, w(!r!d of da,-�tcal afl,d,,sis where
n.c;: t�u,J; dsiu; t1s �·condit.JrinaJ' cenvtrgrnc1.:.� ex:i�ts,
cioscd disk� aud ,vhert'
with
non ··ern1-ily in1,,rs1cn.ion one
Lhe
cont:t· i11ed 111 he ct.}u.;r.
!Jt�t property of t!H: qoH .Ar1·.:hirncdc:.1n fieid�; pn:vents
?i
h1nctfr)ns.
cxteu��iou of

author significantly contributed. The book is targetted
at all who ue int.erested in the theory of p-ad ic arialytic
functions having standard knowledge from algebra and
topology (including manipulations with filters). The
book is largely self--contained in the sense that no
knowledge in p··adic analysis is required. However, it
is hard to describe the wealth of topics covered in the
hook: there are 61 independently numbered sections
into which the content of the book is divided. The
reader will learn, for instance, about analytic elements
defined as elements of the completion of rational
functions with no poles in an infinite set with respect
to uniform convergence, a variety of related properties
of power series, Krasner extension of the \,littag-Leffler
theorem, .\lotzkin factorization, maximum principle, p
adic analytic interpolation, p-adic Fourier transform,
applications to the theory of differential equations, to
mention some of them. The book can be recommended
to all interested in p-adic analysis and its applications.
(sp)
B.L.J.Braaksma, G.K.Immink, M. van der Put
(Eds.): The Stokes Phenomenon and Hilbert's
16th Problem, World Scientific, Singapore, 1996,
xii+327 pp., GBP 41.00, ISBN 9-810-22567-9
The problem of finding the number of limit cycles of
polynomial vector fields in the plane is one of the
unsolved Hilbert problems. This problem is closely
related to the phenomenon of changes in the asymptotic
behaviour of solutions of meromorphic differential
equations in certain directions in the complex plane,
which phenomenon was discovered for the first time by
G. Stokes in 18.57. A workshop held in Groningen (May
31 -- June 3, 1995) was devoted to various aspects of
these nice but difficult problems. The book contains 16
articles (both historically oriented and contemporary)
based on the topic of the workshop. (ss)
B.C.Berndt, H.G.Diamond, A.J.Hildebrand (Eds.):
Analytic Number Theory. Proceedings of a Con
foreuce iu Honor of Heini Halberstam, vol. I,
Progress in �Iathematics, vol.138, Birkhiiuser, Boston,
HJIJ6. vi+·l-19 pp., DM liS.00, ISBN 3-i64-3382,1-5,
ISBN 0-817-638'24-5
B.C.Berudt, ILG.Diamond, A.J.Hildebrand (Eds.):
Andytic Number Theory, Proceedings of a Con
forencP in Honor of He1ni Halberst:nn. voL2,
in ;vlat.he:matics, vo!.13H,
Bo�ton,
1991,, x.ii+4-L; pp., DM l 7!Ulfl, ISB"l :i-764-:J:$:)J3.. 0,
ISBN
7-tJii1:{-0
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REVIEWS

------·-------Prof. Halberstam. (.Most interesting from the reweiver\;
point of view are the contributions of P. T. B�.teman.
\L :'!. Huxley, AL .Jati!a and Y. Mot.ohashi.) One oft.he
t.f·n inviu:d lectures i� not inc!udul in this two-volnm,2
(J. I\L Desl1,iuillerE-). 'This is a very uHfol
publication which
many new re,,ults in the anal�·tic
nnmll<::i
(bn)
A.Pfister: Quadratic Forms wit.Ii Applications to
Algebrak Geometry and Topology. London Math
rnia.tica.l Society Lectnre Note Series 2 I 7, Cambridge
l'.niVt:rsity
Cambridge, 1995, viii+l79 pp., GBP
'22.95, ISBN 0-521-46'ic.)5-1
This hook is concerned wit.h topics in the theory of
411,1dra.tic forms that have been the research interest
of the author during the past decades. The main
theme is field invariants. such as: level, Pythagoras
number, u-invariant. The author's aim is to show the
interconnections of algebra, number theory, algebraic
geometry and topology that are revealed by the theory
of quadratic forms. Topics discussed include level of
topological spaces, Borsuk-Ulam and Brower theorems,
Tsen-Lang theory for quasi-algebraically closed field,
Hilbert 's 1 'i'th problem. systems of quadratic forms over
arbitrary (resp. real) fields, and level of projective
spaces. The au! hor has produced a readable text,
with mostly short and elegant proofs. that require little
prelimina.ry knowledge on the part of the reader. (tk)
C.Reid: Courant, Springer-Verlag. 1'ew York, 1996,
vii+318 pp., DM 24.00, ISBN 0-38i-946T0-.5
This book is a reprint of the 19i6 book Courant
in G6ttingen and Xrn• York published by Springer
Verlag. It presents the story of the complex personality
of Richard Courant (1888 - 197:2) on his way from
Gi:ittingen lo New York. The mathematician as well as
t.he organiser is described. A nice description of great
mat.liernaticians, historica.l facts concerning the times in
Germany and the birth of the famous Courant Institute
in 0icw York is given in this fascinating and well written
book. (ss)
W.Fulton: Algebraic Topology. A F irst Course,
Graduate 'Texts in ;\fathematics, voi.153. Springer
Verlag, �ew York, 1995, xviii+UO pp., l.3'i fig., DM
rn.oo, lSBN u-:38,-94:327-i, ISBN 3-.5-HJ-9-UF 7
1.nt ro<luctic ti to
based
r,·la!ed 1vith geometry and
l\jW dim<:nsional manifolds. 'The m,1in topic, diocussed
numbt'rs in the
i!td nde a
of
th�? fuxi�Jarnenta.1 gti)u·p
ve(i°.or fields lln
,md i ls rel ;i.tion t.o
clo..sslfi·ca.bon oi corrrpart. ori1;nted
Hii=:rnan.n snrfaJ:es a.nd th�lr n:Ja.tion. to
and Riema.irn Roch theorem. The

;1, l(

'Lhe bocik is ·v.teH ;vriUen 1:tnd

is particula.rly recommended for its concrete C.'(amples.
(jbu)
S.Gindikin, ,J.Lepowsky, R.\Vilson (Eds.): Func
tional Armlysis on the Eve of the 2lst Century,
In Honor of the 80th Birthday of L!l.1.Gelfand.
Vol. L
in :\'1athematic!$, vol.131, Birkhauser,
Boston, 1995, 2!)2 pp., ISBN 3-764-33755-9,
S.Gindikin, J.Lepowsky, R .Wilson (Eds.): Func
tional Analysis on the Eve of the 2lst Century,
In Honor of the 80th Birthday of I.M.Gelfand.
Vol. II. Progress in Mathematics, vol.1:32, Birkhiiuser,
Boston, 1995, 323 pp., DM 148.00 for both volumes,
ISBN 3-764-338.5,5-5
The influence of the work by Israel Moiseyevich Gel'fand
on the evolution of mathematics after the second world
war cannot. be overestimated. Works published during
these years in his famous journal "Functional analysis
and its applications" gave a new and much wider content
to the subject itself. The proceedings of the four
day conference held at Rutgers Unviersity in October
1993 in honour of Gel'fand's eightieth birthday bring
a rich collection of excellent papers on chosen topics
related to his recent interests. The main topics covered
by these two volumes are recent progress in fields
influenced by quantum field theory, certain topics in
representation theory (especially for groups over local
fields), combinatorics and hypergeometric functions and.
noncommutative geometry and quantum groups. Both
volumes start with the list of speakers, curiculum vitae
of I.M.Gel'fand, a list of his recent publications and a
tribute to him written by Uvl.Singer. The first volume
contains contributions by K.Aomoto, R.Brylinski and
B.h:ostant, I.Frenkel and V.G.Turaev, 1L\LKapranov,
D.Kazhclan, M.Kontsevich and S.Vishik, G.Lusztig,
O.Mathieu, CJvfoeglin, U,LSinger, E.\Vitten.
The
second volume is more geometric in nature and contains
papers by :\J.Gromov, M.Hanamura and R. �facPherson,
L.C.Jeffrey and F.C.Kirwan and finally A.Klemm,
B.H.Liam. S.S.Roan and S.T.Yau. This list itself is
sufficient t.o indicate the broad scope, importance, and
quality of both volumes. It can be warmly recommended
to all. (vs)
L.C.Biedenharn, M.A.Lohe: quantum Group
Syn1metry and q-Tensor Algebras, 'vVorld
Singapore, 19%, x+293 pp., ISBN 9-810-223:31-5
This is a book about quantum groups written for
The auth0Is writ.c in the int.rnduction that
is to
familia.r
to quaid.uni groups the syrnmetry
of classical groups to modd;, in
from the
!t is written in such a. 1vay that it is a(:cessible
studc,il.s, us1,:,fo] to
lo make themsdves fa.mili.ar with qu;i.ntmn group:< and
yet r('n:a.ln:,
rr:\at!·er of this book v.riU
l.l!
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ma.them;tt.icia.ns having some knowledge of physics who
wish to trnderst.and the role played by quantum groups
in physics. The ;i.ut.hors have chosen !.o approach tlw
s11bject. based ou the notion of a t.e11sor operator. 'fhe
rd,,·n-euce;; t•xt,·ud t,o 222 items. (jiva)
n .M. M.:tvfattheij, .J .Mohmaar: Ordim1ry Differ
ential E<111ntio11,; iu Tlwm·y and Practi<'.e, J. \:Viley
,, :C-:011.s. luc. Chichcf'1,cr. l 996. xi+rn7 pp., GBP 2'2.50,
ISBI\ O-l71--9GE,:'J0-8
'1 hi;; book is a 1.cxtbook on ordinary dilfon,11ti;L[ equa
tions. 'T'h<: ha.sic fumlam,·ntal I heory (existeuce, uniquc
ni·;;s and conti11uo11s dqwndence of solution,;) is pre
Sl'ntnl together with tht' linear !hrnry, stability, chaos,
huun<lary Vi1lue problems and singular perturbations.
Thf' numerical t rt·a.!ment ofordinary differential equa
tions covers one - step methods (Ruugc· Kutta), mul1 isl.ep met.hods (pn·dictor - corrector) a.ad stiff systems.
i\pplicat.ions lo classical mechanics and to various other
prohh·ms are giveu. The hook can be recommended to
ll('gi11m·rs iu the field of ODE\ as well as to university
teacher;; int.crestPd in !he prc;;entation of the basic t.he
or\' t.ogdher with effective 1tumerical mdhods. (ss)
Ch.E.Prae·ger, L.H.Soicher: Low Rank Represen
tations and Graphs for Sporadic Groups, Aus
traliiw !VI at hnna.tical Society Lecture, Series, vol.8, Cam
bridge Univnsit.y Pres;;, Cambridg<·, 1997, xi+141 pp.,
<alP 24 .95, lSBN 0-521-567:37-8
,\ subgroup G oft.he symmet.ric group Sym(i2) of all
pnrnutat.ious 011 a ;;et n is called tlw permul ation group
011 the ,;pt n. Tlw group G is said t.o be transitive on
n if for a.ll n, tJ E n there is an ekme11t g E G such
that the image o 9 of o under g i;; equal to /3. Ddi.ning
the act.ion ofthe permutation group G Oil n x n by
(n, d)" = (ng , ;J g). we can define the rank ofG on n as
tlH' numb{'r oforhit.s (o:, l'l) G = { (o:. ,i3)Y I g E G}. The
book deals with the structural properties of permutation
groups up to the rank 5. In the first three parts the basic
ddinitions, results and methods a.re collected and in
th(' fourth, divided iuto :}9 items. the individual groups
arc treated. The li11al s(·ct.ion give,,; the summary of
rcpn•s(·ntatio11s and graphs. (lh)
M.A.Shuhin (Ed.): Partial Differential Equations
VIII. Ovt!rdetermined Systems Dissipative Sin
gular Schri)dinger Operator IndPx Theory, En
,·yck,pacdia of Maihem;1tica.l Scienn·s voL6fi . Springer-·
Vcrlag, Berlin. 199f>, vii+258 pp., DM 148.0n, ISBN 3-
�'40-':i7iU6-5. ISBN 0--38i-f,7tH6-5
fin,; v()hmw consists of th1:1:><: part:< The first one,
1Hitten hy P. L!)udi1ikov <1.nd S ,,\;'. Samborski, i,; dernted
10 hne,1r ovndciermin•:>d 1'.'}�t,·ms (a diffr·renha.! opera.tor
,I )s i::allcd (>V,:r(k•tc:rmim,d if l!wre' is a nonzern
dilfrrn1ti,tl Ufli'r;;.tor B sudi that HA "'" G) and their
of initial boundary 1alnc
application t.o !.h e
problem, for
Th,,
ls ttt tind nf:CeKsa,r.y
1.·01u.:l,.zi,1ns tHt f, q in the k:.r.n1 ,'f;,j f, fl

2,R

Roughly speaking, algebraic-topological properties of
Ker<f>/Im(A, B) are studied.
The second part, by
B.S.Pavlov. co11cerns the ;;pectral analysis of dissipative
singular Schrodinger opcrn.tors.
The connections
bet.w,'.er1 :rnch operators, their functional models and the
theory of analytic funct-ions in the Hardy classes are
explai11<"d. The third part (B.\'.Fedosov) is concerned
with variou;; forms of the Atiyah-Singer theornm on
the rndt.'X of elliptic opnators and its generahzat.ion for
almost periodic and stochastic operators. Recent results
on deformation quantisation are also included. In all
these articles classical and recent re,;nlts are carefully
explained (without proofs) and illustrated by mean,; of
exampies. (jrnil)
S.Hil<lebrandt, A. Tromba: The Parsimonious
Universe. Shape and Fonn in the Natural World,
Springer-Verlag, New York, 1996, xiii+330 pp., DM
48.00, ISBN 0-:387-97991-:3
This book, written hy two outstanding scientists, can
give a lot of joy to any perceptive person, interested
in the history of development of human knowledge
concerning the fact that "nature proceeds in the
simplest, most efficient way". The authors say: "In
this book we shall consider some of the theories that
claim to explain form and motion in our world....In
particular we shall emphasize the principle of the
teoiwmy of means which throughout has served as
a major tool for comprehending physical phenomena.
Our goal will be to find an easy-to-understand link
between mathematics and physics. The mathematical
theory that provides this link is called the calculus of
variations." The numerous carefully chosen illustrations,
the witty quotations opening each chapter, but especially
a perfect. way of explaining things - all these make the
book really attractive. ( oj)
Chuauming Zong (Ed. J.J.Dudziak): Strange
Phenomena in Convex and Discrete Gemnetry,
Universitext, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1996, x+l58
pp., 10 fig., DM H.00, ISBN 0-387-94734-5
In 19:33, K. Borsuk raised tl1e following problem: Is it
true that every subset of R n of unit diameter can he
partitioned into n + ] subset.s of diameter less than I?
ThE· positive answer for dimension 3 was proved by
J. Perka1 { Hl47) and it. has been believed for decades
that lhe sa.me holds in any dimension. Surprisingly,
J. Kahn &: (i. I{ala.i {199.3) proved that the answer is
negative• for large dimensions (e.g. n > 21. 800). This
problems described
,.ti.:.\(H

a.-,, follows: thr- prohfoml' are ca,;;y to fonnulat.e and
nHder,;t;mdable (often) <°>'ell for non-ma! h(·maticia.ns;
their solu Lions an} far from
trivial; the answer.s
do not oftcrn agree w.i.th our inrnition. The book is
,;1:H-cm1!
Hw
of ,1il as;;;;rtions are
an.d . i t C/Hl hr, ff:'COClHl('nded
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(jra.)

N.Jncobson: Finit1c,-Dirwrn.,do11al Divl,,km AlIkrli.n, 19%,
over Fidds,
viii+2i8 pp,, Di'vl 9t i 00, ISBN :1...5,J.fi-:'ii'Ci'l'.J<t
Thr,
is a '.SOUl'C('. o[
author

S of

f,kf:W polynon1ials over a d1v1s10n
:uir:! describi,s
lhi.'.
obtained from S as homomorphic
and as l,H:alizations. The next. two
contain
a 1001 kit. The Brnuer group B(k) is introduced to
st ndy centrai simple
over an
field
k. The cfass of such a.n algebra A in B(k) can be
de;,uibed by two parameters, index and exponent; their
relations are developed and Brauers examples are given
to show that these relations are sharp. Chapt.3 is
more geometric. The relations between three projective
rnriet.ics assigned to a central simple algebra A and
the corresponding generic splitting fields are studied.
Although the author claims that ''the required rudiments
of algebraic geometry will be developed". he refers
to several books ou algebraic geometry in the text,
without giving full bibliographical information. The
fourth and 'fifth chapters bring a modern approach, to
classical results. The fourth chapter is devoted to p
algebras, i.e. to central simple algebras A over a field of
characteristic p such that the index of A is a power of p,
Besides presenting a new approach to results of Albert,
Saltman and \Vitt., a counterexample to the following
conjecture is constructed; Is every division p-algebra
c�·clic'? The final chapter is devoted to algebras with
involution which has been studied since Albert (1939).
Two concepts are introduced; "Norm similarity" can be
used to determine whether two central simple algebras
are either isomorphic or antiisomorphic. With analogy
to the universal enveloping algebra for a Lie algebra, the
�special universal envelope" is defined for the study of
Jordan algebras arising from algebras with involution,
The monograph contains many valuable examples and
historical notes and is an enjoyable read for both novice
and expert. (msc)
K.T.Arasu, J.F.Di11on, K.Harada. S.Sehgal,
R.Solomon (Eds.): Groups, Difference Sets, and
the Monster·. Proceeding;; of a Special Research
QHar!.ei· 1it the Ohio State Uitiversit.y, Spring
1993,
de
Berlin, 199;'.,, xiii+461 pp.,
DM HHUJO, ISBN :J-110-H,91-:2
many of the
This volume contains contnbulions
(';'!]
in the Research
Diff,'r(ence S,,!:-, .i.nd the !\fon,,t-.,r which took
, 9:B. The bnnk
in
Th� Ohio St,,.te
i$ divi,kd i.nto three parts. The fir:sl pa.rt focuses on
are

the hook dit:-f'usst�H <bfffn�nc�·:: s(·h•,.

snrvey ;ut,icles one on Hadarnard difference sets by J,
DaYis a.nd l Jedwah, the other on relative difference
sets by A. Pott. The third pan of the book is devoted
to t.he :\fonster, the
a..rticles a.re
with
a.iso indnded.
Function
D.E.Ednmud.->, H.Triebel:
Entropy Numbers and Diffenmtia! Operators,
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, voL l 20, Cambridge
University
Camhridge, HJ9G, xi+252 pp., GBP
•W.00, ISBN 0-521-ti6036-5
Both authors are well known for their fundamental
contribution to the theory of functioll spaces and the
spectral theory of differential operators. The present
book is mostly based on their results and on results
of their co-workers obtained in the last few years.
The emphasis is on the relationship between three
topics: function spaces on R" and in domains, entropy
numbers in quasi-Banach spaces, and the distribution
of eigenvalues of degenerate elliptic differential and.
pseudodifferential operators. The book starts with a
survey of elements of the spectral theory in quasi
Banach spaces and of basic properties of entropy and
approximation numbers of bounded linear operators.
Chapter 2 is devoted to function spaces. As preparation
for later applications, the authors pay particular
attention to limiting situations and besides the family
of spaces B;q and F;1 they study spaces of Orlicz
type
in particular, weighted spaces L p (log L )a and
related Sobolev spaces. In this sense the chapter can be
considered as a continuation of Triebel's earlier books
on function spaces. In Chapter 3, the authors use
Fourier-analytic techniques to give upper and lower
estimates for the entropy and approximation numbers
of compact embeddings between the spaces of the scales
B;q and Ff,q defined on bounded domains with smooth
boundaries. Tl-te corresponding problems for weighted
spaces on R" are treated in Chapter 4. The last chapter
is devoted to applications of the results of the previous
chapters, in particular to the distribution of eigenvalues
of degenerate elliptic differential and pseudodifferential
operators with non-smooth coefficients. The authors
present a largely self-contained treatment and the
hook can be recommended to both expert,; and non·
(Jrak)
A..M.Khludnev, .J.Sokolmvski: Modelling and
Control in Solid l\!lediauics, lntnnatiomiJ Series
of Numerical Mathema.!:ics, Y,1LJ 2. 2, Birkh.iuser, BaseL
J!:197, xiii+366 pp,, Dl\1 178.00, lSB!\ 3-754-;:131J8-8,
ISBN 0-8 l 7-652:38-8
'Thi�i hook addressf·s s·c1r,cted art:a.5 HI n.on'linea.r
nonHnea:ritles
mechanics of deformable
from gN,md ry or material
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optimisa.tion prnhlem:,, indnding optimal control and
shape optimisation iogdhcr with txi�,t;;ncP of co!utions,
:\ftcr n-:vicwing
n•H,crgenu.: ;1.ml ,en;,itiviiy
Louis from m,1th,:ma.licai.
varia.tional
,·,1kul11., :,.nd d,t�ticity rn
er
1ariati01rnl
namic conlaci
im·q11;i.lities in boih slati,lllil.ry ,uid
prul,iem,; uf d,1;.;ticit.1 a11d in plc1.s1iu1y ,1rf.· f.t.udicd
in Cha.pters 1 and :\ \huiuus opLimi,"1.tion
for the problc,m.s mentiom:d ;;.bove ;ue then
s!.u<l11·t1 from th<" viewpoint oft.he exist<snc(: of solutions
,rnd n•:eessar;, optimality conditions in Chapters·.! and 5,
rc�p,,r1 l\'c·ly. This well- writicn book will be ;tppreci;ited
by mathema.ticia.ns interested in ,,olid--phase rontinu um
med1anics and optimization, as wdl a.-; by engineers and
adv,wced stu,fr.111.s. (trou)
P. .J .Brockwell, R.A.DaviH: Introduction to Time
Series and Forecasting. Springer Texts i11 Statistics,
Springer-Verlag, l\(�w York. El96, xiii+-1:20 pp., l 2:2 fig.,
D\I Oi:i.00. lSB� 0-38,-9'1719-l
Brockwdl and Davis are well known authors of the
book Time Series: Theory and :.Icthods (TSTM) - a
fr('quently cited monograph about time series analysis.
The book under review differs from TSTM mainly by the
emphasis on methods and the analysis of data sets. The
n·ackr need only be familiar with basic calculus, matrix
algebra. and elementary statistics. On the other hand.
the benefit from stud.ving the book will rapidly increase if
1 he n·ader uses simultaneously a computer and analyses
da.ta sets using the time series package included on the
diskette which accompanies the book. The installation
and running ofthe package are very easy even for readers
who are not very familiar with computers. The contents
of the book; 1. lnt rod uction, 2. S L1tionary processes,
.3. ARMA models, 4. Spectral analysis, .s. Modelling
and forecasting with AR\1 A proccs:,,cs. 6. Nonstationary
and ;;easonal time strie:; models. 7, \1 ult ivariate time
sNie;;, 8. State-space models, 9. Forecasting techniques,
JO. Further topics. There are four appendices; the most
important. is dernted to a description of how lo use
the software on the enclosed diskette. However. the
hook does not contain tests for periodicity. which are
needed in some natural and technical scieuces, althongh
Fisher'!" I.est. is available in the time ,eries package. The
hook uw be strongly recommended to teachers and
orient,,d coHrsc:, on time series
;;t nde!its of
and foreca.sting. {ja)
P.Wojta,.;zcyk: A l\fathen1Htic.al Introduction t.o
VV.avelets, Lundon M.athnna:.icaJ
Ti,
.nl:Yi,
xii-f.-·2G1 pp .. , C� B.P l-t�t,:>. ISBN O·-,S:.n-s:·8�J4-9. IS1J.N G
fi'! l-;, 7 tl!.(J-4
This book is
at �tlldads of
lllcl.thern;itioJ
\vavch:·ti_; ruH.! their i..t�::� i. n
function .�;pa{ :_�s, Ul b<;Ut (Hi{� ,uHJ H.'"'if•rai v,t:'.t11Llc8.
t:•JH.is w):-l't (.ornrnir:'Bi�: ;utd ;;,ith a :-sei.
E'.:1,;:"i"i

sekcted
The examples are
of exercises.
and il!uslrate tnany important idea": lH the field, and
'J'he first fonr
co11t1ci1ts 199 items.
t.be
:-lSH)Cit·l1 t·d \Vtth 1.
antlwr pn·�ent, in detail the most
w;1vcict.s,
wavelets and
waveld.,. 'fhne af(; aJso examples
of wavelets not associated with any rnultiresolution
the
To pa,.<;s from one variable to
author nses tensors at diffrn:nt levels; for wavelets
11nd for scaling functions. In Chapter 5 a
multiva.ria.ble theory of multiresolur.ion is presented,
together with many examples. The rest of the book
deals with expansions.
Wavelet decompositions in
L 1,-spaces, Hardy spaces and in Be:sov spaces are
discussed, and wavelet characterisation of those spaces
are provided. The book concludes with Chapter 9 where
the author discusses, on R only, moduli of continuity
and Besov norms and their connections with wavelets.
The Appendix contains sect.ions listing results used on
Hilbert spaces, Fourier transforms and Banach spaces.
This is a nicely written, stimulating book of great
value which will actively stimulate students.
It is
strongly recommended to those wishing to learn about
the mathematical foundations of wavelets. (kn)
A.Campillo Lopez, L.Narvaez Macarro (Eds.):
Algebraic Geometry and Singularities, Progress in
Mathematics, vol.134, Birkhiiuser, Basel, 1996, xxi+407
pp., D\I BS.00, ISBN 3-764-35334-1, ISB;\ 0-817-653:341
The book is related to the Third International
Conference on Algebraic Geometry held at La Rbida in
Spain in December 1991. The contributions are divided
into three parts devoted respectively to resolution
of singularities, complex singularities and differential
systems, and to curves and surfaces. The content of
papers covers �everal different topics in complex and real
algebraic geometry as well as in the algebraic geometry
over the field of characteristic p, mainly related to
singularities. There are 21 contributions altogether.
Some examples:
J .Stevens in the paper "On the
classification of reducible curve singularities'', describes
i II variant,; and clas.,ification of reducible singularities
The paper
of complex curves of genus g < ,3,
of M.Oka:
of plane curw,s via toroidal
by
resolution'', instead of resolution of
np HB{'!S th,:;� t.oroidal resolutions for
df·terrnir��t.lo1i .:.if basic invariants of cnrve:s:.
fn the
papt'.l' of .D)v!c1.ud· '·f!ow
are reaJ
n°btions b,,·twet,n
CHrvi:·s and their real
are discussed. There are
and I l1eir s!itbk
singularity problems in the
,'tbo conlribnti,,ns
g,:,;me!rv over a fi(·ld of characteristic p.
Curu:nt
:FLCl11mfl.1,;, ,LJ(ollar
(;.,eo:n1,:try., i\{rdht�Kna.ticaf Scivo.LZ.8,
etJces .Rt'scarch 1nstitUtk:-
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Cnivernit,y Press, Cambridge, 1995, xi+L'i8 pp., GBP
21.95. ISBN 0-521-56144-9
Tills book is a. collection of survey articles related
to the programme of Complex Algebraic Geometry
ye,H organised by the .�fathemat.ical Sciences Research
1 nstitu tr-: in the academic year 1992 /!J:l. it com::ists
of eight contributions on different topics of complex
al�ebraic geometry - birational geometry. moduli
�paces, vector bundles on curves and fundamental
Among the
groups of smooth proJecti ve varieties.
cc,ntrib11tions, there ls ,rn exposition by D.Arapura
of recent results concerning the problem of which
groups can be fundamental group;; of smooth project.ive
varieties (positive and negative results together with the
description of used methods are presented); A. Beauville
in his paper 'Vector bundles on Curves and Generalized
Theta functions: Recent results and Open problems'
treats the Vcrliude formula on the dimension of the
spaces H 0 (SUz (r), £) of cohomology of the moduli
space of semistable rank r vector bundles on a
compact Riemann surface of genus g with coefficients
in determinant bundle £ (together with several open
problems iir the topic): the paper by R.}!!Hain: 'Torelli.
groups and geometry of moduli spaces of curves',
contains an exposition of Torelli groups and shows their
usefulness in the study of properties of moduli spaces.
(jbu)
R.Ablamowicz, P.Lounesf.o. J .M.Parra (Eds.):
Clifford Algebras with Numeric and Symbolic
Computations, Birkhiiuser. Boston, J 996, xvii+32'.l
pp .. sFr 98, ISBN O-Sli-63907-1, ISBN :3-764-33907-1
Clifford algebras han, played an important role in
mathf'.mat.ics and physics for many decades. Their
importance is due to the fact that they are amongst the
most. import.,mt objects appcariug naturally whenever
we are working with a vector space equipped with
a quadratic form. Their algebraic structure encode
e;,pecially a lot of useful properties of orthogonal and
spin groups and I.heir representations and they offer a
convenit·nt. language to use. Clifford algebras (as well
as their geuerali,ations) are used tu reformulate some
prnbl,·ms in rnathematics and ma.themtical physics, their
use can mak1· some
more efficient.. In
rccent years

'\:"tt.t!(ti.Js coJEp11tc··r progta.rns tf;;
ca!r11 I ti\,,tt:-:ins

r:on t ribn. ti.ons t tet1 t :Llsc \'ttt101;�3 thtYH·��ti,caJ ::\SfH�rts of
} ('.E.ffnrd
·'I'hl'.::· boGk 1'4'd.! bf•· u.�efLl.f
f..:�r tt.'.'?i.der� i1ttcrcs\cd in co111putd.t_i(;:,�ll t1.'S_{)c(:Ls of thf:
(v,:.:

32.00, ISBN 0-821-80,178-2
As the anthor mentions in the introduction, this book
is ba$ed on his course on quantum groups in the spring
quarter 1994.. The aim of the course was to make the
students acqnain i.ed with basic parts of the theory of
quantum groups. The students had been previously
introduced t.o the theory of complex semisirnp!e Lie
algebras from the textbook by Humphreys. The book
under review represents an enlargement of the original
lecture notes. The author has all the time in mind that
the book is designed for students and for the beginn,,rs
in the theory of quantum groups. It is very precisely
written, the author does not. try to reach at ali costs
the highest possible level of abstraction and also does
not try to include as much material a.s possible. From
time to time he leaves some computations to the reader.
l appreciate the presentation of the theory and I think
that the reader of this book will quickly feel at home
in the theory and will like it. But this book can not
be characterised only as a textbook. It is a monograph
and it will be interesting also for specialists. I would
say that the book can also help mathematicians reading
papers on quantum groups written by physicists, where
sometimes some mathematical notions are used but for
various reasons are not defined or explained. Recently,
many books on quantum groups have appeared, and I
think this is one of the best. The main topics indnde:
Gaussian binomial coefficients, the quantized enveloping
algebra Uq (s/2) and its representations, l:9 (sl2) as a
Hopf algebra, the quantized enveloping algebra U9 (g)
and its representations, the center and bilinear forms,
R-matrices and k q [G], braid group actions a.nd PBW
type basis, crystal bases. (jiva)
R.Ablamowicz,
P.Lounesto (Ed.):
Clifford
Algebras and Spinor Structures.
A special
Volume Dedicated to the Memory of Albert
Crumeyrolle (1919-1992), Ma.thematics and Its
Applications, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht,
1995, xx+411 pp., GBP 107.00, ISBN 0-792-3,3:366-7
The main research interests of Albert Crumeyrolle
were concentrated around Clifford and exterior algebras,
various types of spinors and spin structures.
A.
Cmmtyro!!e died in sumn11,r 1992; the book cont.a.ins
vvith a.
p.a.pers: dcdica.tcd to his nh::mory, !t
,rnd a short survey
of his scientific
Research contributions
of Clifford
COftlF�·.ctcd \\' ith c:Hfford
The first I.we, pil.rts ;ue more
fe rn r pa.p12:rs disc-us:;;; Ch..fford.
4.1.r•,:; d-t.'vnted tc,

1

cf thf!
their

1'l-H: next t.wc1 pa.r·t s d(·scribe
sidt
Dirac a.r;,,J l\1 a.x \v-eH f.'.qU a.t.ions a. n d

Th�
pp, CBP
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-----------·------branch(,;; of the field and complements other recent
volumes 011 the s,1me �ubjed (Proceedia1;s of the
co11fncnce in Dei11ze-ed. F.Bra.ckx,0:t al.; t.hc confNe11ce
in ,\rkan;,a..., ed .. 1. FLyaa: the co11f1,re11,·e in Seiffen · ed.
W.Sprc,s;;ig). (vs)
H.Aik.aw.a, M.Ess(n: Pot,mtial Theory - Selected
Topic8, Lt'ct.urc Notes in 1'vlathematics, vol. 16:!:3,
Springcr-Verlag, Bnlin, 1996, ix+200 pp., D:'vl 54.00,
JS B N :3-540--ti 1583-0
The firs! pa.rt. written by ;\LEsse11. start;, with an
introduction to potential theory ba:,eJ on the books
L ('.1>rleson: Selected topics on exceptional sets,
V,rn Nostrand, 1967 and N. S. Landkof: Foundation
of modern potential theory, Springer, 19i2.
Two
definitions of capacity a.re discus:-,ed. :\bo a-n,pa.city
and a-potentials are considered.
[n the succeeding
sections a. survey of minimal thiuness and rarefiedness
at. infinity iu a half-space is g,iven. These sets are
chiirncterised in terms of conditions of \Viener type
criterion involving Green energy and Green mass and it
is shown that this Green mass aJHJ Green energy may
he replaced by ordinary capacity. The second part,
writte11 by H. Aikawa, starts wit.h au i11troduction to
,cmiconl.inuous functions. Then a general L p -potential
t. lwory is studied. The rnain tool is Kerman-Sawyer
inequality, which is usPrl for estimates of the L p ·capacity
of ,1 ball. Then the l\crman-Sawyer inequality is used
for the study of a \Volf type potential �V( A new
proof of the capacity ,trong t.ype inequality is given in
later sections of the book and a countable qua.siaditivity
of capacit.y is studied for the Whitney decomposition.
These results are used for the study of the boundary
hchavior of the Poisson in!.f:grab. :-.Ioreover, as an
application of qua.siaditivity of capacity. \\'iener type
criteria. for n-thinness ,tnd minimal thinne,-;s are given.
N,t1;d and Stein extend the classical Fatou nontangential
limit theorem: their approach region� can contain a
sequence of points with prPscribed tangency. Sew fine
limit tht,orems a.re pro\·ed in the book and it is shown
that they yidd the Nagel and St(;;in results. In the last
section the integrability of superharmonic functions is
studied. ThE· book contains mainh recent results in
potential theory. a majority of them disconored by the

au tlwrs. A list of books on potential theory, sorted by
topic:;, is givPn in the first part. Bot.h parts contain a
rich bibliography and a list of references about analytic
capacitv, given by Vladi.rnir Eiderman, is induded. The
text is illustrated with nice pictures which really help
to underst;md the theory. For the reader's convenience
Choquet.'s capacitability theor(;;m and minimal line limit
theorem are explained in appendices. As it is only
supposed that tlte reader is familiar with the theory of
of integration, distributions and with basic functional
analysis and some basic potential theory (for which the
references are given) and as quite recent and difficult
results are explained here, the book is recommended to
anybody interested in potential theory. (jran)
S.Rosenberg: The Laplacian on a Riemannian
An Introduction to Analysis on
Manifold.
Manifolds, London Mathematical Society Student
Texts 31, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1997,
x+172 pp., GBP 12.95, lSBN 0-521-46300-9, ISBN 0521-46831-0
Global analysis on Rierna.nnian manifolds is a beautiful
subject containing many nice and fundamental results.
One of the most important topics is the Gauss-Bonnet
theorem and its generalisation to higher dimensions.
These presented lecture notes are designed to explain
to students a chain of important results starting with
the Hodge theory of harmonic forms, heat kernels for
Laplacians on forms, the Chem-Gauss-Bonnet theorem,
the :\tiyah-Singer index theorem and ending with a
description .of the zeta function of the Laplacians and
Reidemeister and analytic torsions. As a prerequisite,
a working knowledge of calculus of differential forms
on manifolds is sufficient. The main tool used in the
text is the heat flow associated with the Laplacians on
forms. The main part of the book contains a detailed
explanation. the latter ( and more difficult) parts only
explain results, without giving proofs. There is more
than a hundred exercises, some of them just. proofs of
less important statements or complementary facts with
hints. The book is written in a nice, understandable
style which keeps a flavour of oral lectures and will be
very useful for the preparation of lectures on this �ubject.
for graduate students. (vs)
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Analysis

Tristan Needham

Elliott H. Lieb and Michael Loss

Not simply another book on real analysis, this
hands-on text provides readers at all levels with
the basic concepts needed to understand and
apply analytical methods. It incorporates only
those results and constructions that work
successfully in mathematics and its applications
and omits other unneeded topics often found in
conventional textbooks.

'Visual Complex Analysis is a delight, and a
book after my own heart. By his innovative and
exclusive use of the geometrical perspective,
Tristan Needham uncovers many surprising and
largely unappreciated aspects of the beauty of
complex analysis.' ROGER PENROSE
'If you want to learn more about geometric
approaches to complex function theory, I highly
recommend Tristan Needham's wonde,ful new
book .. .' FRANK A. FARRIS
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The Way I
Remember It

Foundations of
Mathematical Analysis

Walter Rudin

J.K. Truss

The first part of Walter Rudin's delightfully
written memoirs contain his early memories
about his boyhood in Vienna throughout the
1920s and 1930s, and his experiences during
World War II. The second part offers samples of
his work, in which he relates where problems
came from, what their solutions led to, and who
else was involved.

Mathematics forms a coherent whole from the
foundations, where philosophical issues are
paramount, through to the most complicated
applications. This book presents one view of this
development, emphasizing foundational matters,
and shows how study of the standard number
systems has helped to give mathematics its breadth
of characters.
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This volume collects the most important
developments that have taken place in
mathematical physics since 1991. It is an
essential reference tool for both mathematics
and physics libraries and for students of physics
and mathematics.

This book is a systematic presentation of the solution
of one of the fundamental problems of the theory of
random dynamical systems - the problem of
topological classification and structural stability of
linear hyperbolic random dynamical systems.
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video, narration, written text, and CD-ROM.
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Contained in this work is a collection
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computational mathematics contributed by
leading mathematicians around the world. The
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Each year'the Eidgenossische"
Technische Hochschule (ETH}'
. at Ziirich invites a selected:
group of mathematidans to
g;ve postgraduate seminars;
in various areas of pure an&.
applied mathematics. These
seminars are directed to an'
dudience of many levels and
packgr9�.r1ds. Now some of
the most successful lectures
·are being published for ij
wider audience through the
Lectures in Mathematics, ETH
Ziirich series. Lively and in
formal in style, moderate in
size and price, these books
will appeal to professionals
and students alike, bringing
a quick understanding of
some important areas of cur
rent research.

R. ].· ·.',·.:.)·�·. [:C.'fl*.""·. '

This book discusses various geometric
and analytic aspects of nonpositive
curvature, starting with a discussion
of Riemannian examples and rigidity
theorems. It then treats generalized
notions of nonpositive curvature in
metric geometry in the sense of
Alexandrov and Busemann, as well
as the theory of harmonic maps
with values in such spaces.
It is intended for researchers and
graduate students in Riemannian
and metric geometry as well as cal
culus of variations.

M. Yor, Un iversite Pierre et Marie
Curie, Paris, France
Some Aspects of

Brownian Motion
Part II: Some Recent Martingale
Problems
1997. 158 pages. Softcover
sFr. 32.-·
ISBN 3-7643-5717-7

Previously published
Part I: Some Special Functionals
1992. 148 pages. Softcover
sFr. 38.ISBN 3 .. 7643-2807-X

"The book presents o great van'ety of
explicit formulae for Brownian
motion f,Jnctionals. ... The book is
very well wn'tten. Both the style of
presentation of the subject matter
and typesetting make it very easy to
read."

Birkhtiuser, 333 Meadowlands Parkway, USA-Secaucus, NJ 07094-2491,
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Differential Equations
Asymptotic Problems
1996. 152 pages. Softcover
sFr. 38.ISBN 3-7643-5392-9

" ... The author succeeds in treating
so many different fields in a book of
152 pages using a remarkable
strategy."

ZAA. 1S(1996)4

" ... these lectures notes offer a quick
and nice way to get acquainted with
the deep achievements of the recent
research in the field. "
APPllCATIONS OF MATHEMATICS 41(1996)

J.F.(arlson, Un iversity of Georgia, USA

Theorems on Regularity

and Singularity
of Energy Minimizing Maps

based on lecture notes by
Norbert Hungerbiih/er
1996. 152 pages. Softcover
sFr. 38.ISBN 3-7643-5397-X
The aim of these lecture notes is to
give an essentially self-contained
introduction to the basic regularity
theory for energy minimizing maps,
including recent developments con
cerning the structure of the singular
set and asymptotics on approach to
the singular set. Specialized know
ledge in partial differential equations
or the geometric calculus of varia
tions is not required; a good general
background in mathematical analy
sis would be adequate preparation.

Modules and

Group Algebras
Notes by Ruedi Suter

R.-P. Holzapfel, Humboldt-University
of Berlin, German y ___ . _____

1996. 102 pages. Softcover
sFr. 28.ISBN 3-7643-5389-9

The Ball and Some

The book presents an entirely new
approach to the subject based on
recent developments in this field.
Basically the shift has been towards
a much more categorical view of re
presentation theory, and an expan
sion of the viewpoint to include in
fintely generated modules as well as
the finitely generated ones. Some
of the contructions in the category
of all modules have had new and
original applications for the cate
gory of finitely generated modules.
This introduction to a fresh view of
the module theory for finite groups
is of interest to students and re
searchers in homotopy theory and
group actions as well as the repre
sent.:ltion theory of firiite groups.

Hilbert Problems

1995. 168 pages. Softcover
fr. 44.ISBN 3-7643-2835-5
The famous twelfth Hilbert problem
calls for holomorphic functions in
several variables with properties
analogous to the exponential func
tion and the elliptic modular func
tion with a view to the explicit con
struction of (Hilbert) class fields by
means of special values. The lecture
notes present those functions living
on the two-dimensional complex
unit ba(l. In the course of their co
nstruction, the reader is introduced
to work with rnmplex multiplication,
moduli fields, moduli space of curves,
surface uniformizations, Gauss-Manin
connection, Jacobian varieties,
Torelli's theorem, Picard modular
forms, Theta functions, class fields
and transcendental values in an
effective manner.
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D.V. Anosov, S.Kh. Aranson,
V.I. Arnold, I.U. Bronshtein,
V.Z. Grines, Yu.S. Il'yashenko

l.R. Shafarevich

Ordinary Differential
Equations and Smooth
Dynamical Systems

J990. 2nd printing 1997.
V, 258 pages. 45 figures.
Softcover DM 78
ISBN 3-540-6122J-1

L988. 3rd printing 1997.
VlU, 233 pages, 25 figures.
Softcover DM 78
ISBN 3-540-61220-3

From the reviews: "The reading is
very easy and pleasant for the non
mathematician, which is real.ly
noteworthy. What is particularly
pleasant is the fact that the authors
are quite successful in giving to the
reader the feeling behind the
demonstrations which are sketched.
Another point to notice is the exis
tence of an annotated extended
bibliography and a very complete
index. This real.ly enhances the
value of this book and puts it at the
level of a particularly interesting
reference tool."
Journal de Physique

V.I. Arnold, V.V. Kozlov,
A.I. Neishtadt

Mathematical Aspects
of Classical and Celestial
Mechanics
2 ed. 1993. md printing 1997.
XlV, 291 page ., 1 figures.
oftcover DM 78
l B 3-540-61224-6

From the reviews: uThe example
are especial.ly helpful; if a particular
topic seems difficult, a later example
frequently tames it. The writing is
refre hingly direct, never degener
ating into a vocabulary lesson for its
own ake. ''
American Mathematical Monthly

Basic Notions of Algebra

From the reviews: "Shafarevich's
book - which reads as comfortably
as an extended essay - breathes life
into the skeleton and will be of
interest to many classes of readers;
certainly beginning postgraduate
students would gain a most va.luable
perspective from it but ... both the
adventurous undergraduate and the
estab.lished professional mathemati
cian will find a lot to enjoy ... "
Math. Gazette

V.V. Gorbatsevich,
A.L. Onishch.ik., E.B. Vioberg

Foundations of Lie
Theory and Lie
Transformation Groups
1993. 2nd printing 1997.
Vll, 235 page
oftcover DM 78
ISBN 3-540-61222-X

From the reviews:" ... , the book
must be of great help for a re
searcher who already has some
idea of Lie theory, wants to employ
it i.n his everyday research and/or
teaching, a.nd needs a source for
customary reference on the subject.
From my viewpoint, the volume is
perfectly fit to serve as such a
source, ... "
The New Zealand Mathematical
Society Newsletter

S. Lang

Survey of Diophantine
Geometry

1st ed 1991. Corr. 2nd printing i997.
X.lll, 298 pages.
Softcover DM 78
ISBN 3-540-61223-8

From the reviews: "This author is
one of the best guides a reader can
hope for. The book is fol.I of beauti
ful results, open questions, stimulat
ing conjectures and suggestions
where to look for future develop
ments. The style of the book is clear.
Ideas are wel.l explained, and the
author helps the reader to pa s by
several technicalities.
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A Pathway Into Number Theory
Second Edition
R. P. Burn
ow in its second edition, chi book con i cs of a sequence of
exerci es chat will lead undergraduates from quite simple
number work co the point where they can prove al gebraically
rhe lassical results of elementary number theory for themselves.
£15.95
PB
0 521 57540 0
278 pp.
1996
Eigenspaces of Graphs
Dragos Cvetkovic, Peter Rowlinson and Slobodan Simic
Describes how rhe spectral theory of finire graphs can be
screngrhcne<l by exploiting properties of rhe eigenspaces of
adjacency marriccs associace<l with a graph. Specialists in graph
theory will welcome chis treatment ofimporrant new research.
£45.00
HB
O 521 57352 1
272 pp.
1997

Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications 66

Geometric Applications of Fourier Series
and Spherical Harmonics
H. Groemer
The first comprehensive exposition of the application of
spherical harmonics to prove geometric results such as
geometric inequalities an<l uniqueness results for projections.
£40.00
HB
O 521 473187
343 pp.
1996

Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications 61

The Pleasures of Counting
T. W. Korner
If you have ever wondered what marhemacicians do, rhen
rea<l on. Mathematicians wan ring co explain ro others how
rhey spend rheir working days (and nighrs) should also seek
inspiration here.
£50.00
HB
O 521 56087 X
544 pp.
1996
O 521 56823 4
£17.95
PB
Cohomology of Drinfeld Modular
Varieties
Part 1: Geometry, Counting of Points and Local Harmonic Analysis
Part 2: Automorphic Forms, Trace Formulas and Langlands
Correspondence
Gerard Laumon
Provides an introduction, in rwo volumes, to both this
subject of che ride and rhe Langlands correspondence for
function fields. le is based on course given by the author and
will be welcomed by workers in the area.
Part 1
£40.00
HB
O 521 47060 9
358 pp.
1995
Cambr,dge Studies ,n Advanced Mathematics 41

Part 2
£40.00

HB

O 521 47061 7

380 pp.

Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 56

1997

Function Spaces, Entropy Numbers and
Differential Operators
D. E. Edmunds and H. Triebel
The clisrribution of the ei genvalues of cufferential operators
has long fascinated mathematicians. Recent advances have
shed new light upon classical problems in chis area, and this
book presents a fresh approach.
£40.00
HB
O 521 56036 5
264 pp.
1996
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 120

Games of No Chance
Combinatorial Games at MSRI, 1994
Richard J. Nowakowski
Combinatorial games are finite, rwo-person, full-information
games such as chess, checkers, go, domineering, dots-and
boxes, nim, and many others. This volume represents a
significant addition to che literature of combinatorial games.
£40.00
HB
O 521 57411 0
552 pp.
1996

Mathematical Sciences Research Institute Publications 29

The Laplacian on a Riemannian Manifold
S. Rosenberg
This texr is a thorough introduction ro topics covered in
advanced research monographs on Aciyah-Singer index
theory. The main theme is the study of heat flow associated
co the Laplacians on differential forms.
£35.00
HB
O 521 46300 9
183 pp.
1997
PB
£12.95
O 521 46831 0
London Mathematical Society Student Texts 31

The Hardy-Littlewood Method
Second Edition
R.C.Vaughan
Deals with its classical forms and ouclines some of the more
recent developments. Now in its second edition, it has
been fully updated, and covers recent developments in
detail. It is the standard reference on the Hardy-Litclewood
method.
£35.00
HB
O 521 57347 5
248 pp.
1997
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 125

Algebraic Groups and Lie Groups
A Volume of Papers in Honour of the Late R. W. Richardson
Edited by G. I. Lehrer
Contains original research articles by many of the world's
leading re earchers in algebraic and Lie groups. Its inclination
is algebraic and geometric, although analytical aspects are
included. All workers on algebraic and Lie groups will find
that chis book contains a wealth of interesting material.
£32.50
PB
O 521 58532 5
380 pp.
1997
Australian Mathematical Society Lecture Series 9

Cambridge books are available from good bookshops, alternatively phone UK+ 44 (0)1223 325588 to order direct
using your credit card, or fax UK+44 (0)1223 325152. For further information, please email Giulia Williams on
science@cup.cam.ac.uk or browse our Worldwide Web server http://www.cup.cam.ac.uk
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Groups as Galois Groups - an Introduction

Financial Calculus

An introduction to derivative pricing
Martin Baxter and Andrew Rennie

Helmut Volklein

Here is a modern, rigorous and accessible account of the
mathematics behind rhe pricing, consrrucrion and hedging
of derivative securities. An essential purchase for market
practitioners, quantitative analysts, and derivatives
traders.
£24.95

HB

0 521 55289 3

243 pp.

1996

Sets of Multiples
The theory of sets of multiples has seen much development
in recent years. The author gives a coherent, self-contained
account of the existing theory and at the same time brings
the reader to the frontiers of research.
£37.50

HB

0 521 40424 X

280 pp.

1996

Edited by C. B. Thomas

Presents some of the lectures and research during the special
programme held at the Newton lnstirure in 1994. Ir contains
a mix of substantial expository articles and research papers
that outline important and topical ideas.
£37.50

HB

O 521 57086 7

HB

O 521 56280 5

260 pp.

1996

Low Rank Representations and Graphs for
Sporadic Groups
This book is concerned with ways of representing sporadic
simple groups and about their associated graphs. It gives a
classification of all low rank permutation represenrarions of
the sporadic groups, with the parameter values for all
associated vertex-transitive graphs.
£24.95

PB

O 521 56737 8

160 pp.

Australian Mathematical Society Lecture Series 8

Contact and Symplectic Geometry

Publications of the Newton Institute 8

£35.00

Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 53

Cheryl E. Praeger and Leonard H. Soicher

Richard R. Hall

Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 118

Leads rhe reader co an understanding of recent results on the
Inverse Galois problem. The author develops the necessary
background from topology, Riemann surface theory and
number theory.

328 pp.

1996

1996

A Mathematical Introduction to Wavelets
P. Wojtaszczyk

Scarring with a derailed and self contained discussion of the
general construction of one dimensional wavelets from
multiresolution analysis, this book presents in detail spline
wavelets, Meyer's wavelets and wavelets with compact support.
£40.00
£13.95

HB
PB

O 521 57020 4
O 521 57894 9

280 pp.

1997

London Mathematical Society Student Texts 37

Finite Fields and Applications

Number Theory

Stephen D. Cohen and Harald Niederreiter

These proceedings give a stare-of-the-art account of rhe area
of finite fields and their applications in communications,
combinatorics, design theory, quasirandom points,
algorithms and their complexity.

Seminaire de theory des nombres de Paris 1993-94
Sinnou David

London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 233

The conrributions in this book are based on rhe lectures
delivered at the Seminaire de Theorie des Nombres de Paris
during 93-94. This book covers the whole spectrum of
number theory, and is composed of contributions from some
of the best specialists worldwide.

Theory of Algebraic Integers

London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 235

£27.95

PB

O 521 56736 X

421 pp.

1996

£24.95

Richard Dedekind
Translated and introduced by John Stillwell

The invenrion of ideals by Dedek.ind in the 1870's was
well ahead of its time. Dedekind's memoir 'Sur la Theorie
des ombres En tiers Algebriques' proved to be the genesis
of what today we would call al gebraic number theory.
This translation of chat work by John Stillwell adds
a detailed inroduction that gives the historical
background.
£14.95

PB

O 521 56518 9

Cambridge Mathematical Library

166 pp.

1996

PB

O 521 58549 X

223 pp.

1996

The Descriptive Set Theory of Polish
Group Actions
H. Becker and A. Kechris

Deal with research in the foundations of rhe theory of Polish
groups and the associated orbit equivalence relations. These
occur naturally as groups of symmetries in such areas as logic
(especially model theory), ergodic theory, group
representations, and operator algebras.
£21.95

PB

O 521 57605 9

152 pp.

1996

London Mathematical Society lecture Note Series 232

Cambridge books are available from good bookshops, alternatively phone UK+ 44 (0)1223 325588 to order direct
using your credit card, or fax UK +44 (0)1223 325152. For further information, please email Giulia Williams on
science@cup.cam.ac.uk or browse our Worldwide Web server http://www.cup.cam.ac.uk
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A NEW JOURNAL FROM DE GRUYTER

Journal of Group Theory
Volume 1 • 1998
The Journal of Group Theory is devoted to the publication of original research
articles in all aspects of group theory. Articles concerning applications of group
theory and articles from research areas which have a significant impact on group
theory will also be considered.
Managing Editor
J. S. Wilson, Birmingham
Editorial Board
A. J. Berrick, Singapore
A. V Borovik, Manchester
M. Broue, Paris
K. A. Brown, Glasgow
F. Buekenhout, Brussels
Ede Giovanni, Napoli
R. Gobel, Essen
R. L. Griess, Jr., Ann Arbor
N. D. Gupta, Winnipeg
T. 0. Hawkes, Coventry
A. A. Ivanov, London
E. I. Khukhro, Novosibirsk
L. G. Kovacs, Canberra
VD. Mazurov, Novosibirsk

F. Menegazzo, Padova
S. A. Morris, Adelaide
A. Yu. Olshanskii, Moscow
C. W Parker, Birmingham
I. B. S. Passi, Chandigarh
R. E. Phillips, East Lansing
D. J. S. Robinson, Urbana
R. Schmidt, Kiel
Y. Segev, Beer-Sheva
A. Shalev:, Jerusalem
W J. Shi, Chongqing
S. Sidki, Brasilia
D. M. Testerman, Coventry
B. A. F. Wehrfricz, London

Subscrip tion Information
Journal of Group T heory
• ISSN 1433-5883
1998. Volume 1 (4 issues). Approx. 400 pages.
Approx. DM 328,-/approx. £ 120.00
Pri{:c .subject to cha-:,gc

DE GRUYTER EXPOSITIONS IN MATHEMATICS,

Volume 24
A. M. MEIRMANOV
S. I. SHMAREV

•

V. V.

PUKHNACHOV •

Evolution Equations and Lagrangian
Coordinates

1997. 24 x 17 cm. Xlll, 311 pages. Hard.
OM 258,-/iiS 1883,-/sFr 230,-/approx. £ 94.00
• ISBN 3-11-014875-7

Lectures in Real Geometry

F. BROGLIA (EDITOR)

1996. 24 x 17 cm. XJV, 268 pages. Hard.
OM 198,-/iiS 1445,-/sFr 176,-/approx. £ 80.00
• ISBN 3-11-015095-6
DE GRUYTER STUDIES IN MATHEMATICS
CHABROWSKI

Variational Methods for Potential
Operator Equations

With Applications to Nonlinear Elliptic
Equations
1997. 24 x 17 cm. IX, 290 pages. Hard.
OM 189,-/iiS 1380,-/sFr 168,-/approx. £ 69.00
• ISBN 3-11-015269-X
DE GRUYTER SERIES IN NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
AND APPLICATIONS

Volume 4
T. RousfCEK

Relaxation in Optimization Theory and
Variational Calculus

1997. 24 x 17 cm. XJV, 474 pages. With 41 figures. Hard.
OM 298,-/iiS 2175,-/sFr 265,-/approx. £ 108.00
• ISBN 3-11014542-1
Volume 3
T. RUNST •

Geometry from the Pacific Rim

Proceedings of the International Conference
held at National University of Singapore,
Singapore, Republic of Singapore,
December 12 - 17, 1994
EDITORS: J. BERRICK • B. Loo • H. WANG
1997. 24 x 17 cm. IX, 431 pages. Hard.
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• ISBN 3-11-014792-0

Volume 23

J.

DE CRUYTER PROCEEDINGS

W. SICKEL '

Sobolev Spaces of Fractional Order,
Nemytskij Operators, and Nonlinear
Partial Differential Equations

1996. 24 x 17 cm. X, 547 pages. Hard.
OM 268,-/iiS 1956,-/sFr 239,-/approx. £ 98.00
• ISBN 3-11-015113-8

First International Tainan-Moscow
Algebra Workshop

Proceedings of the International Conference
held at National Cheng Kung University Tainan,
Taiwan, Republic of China,
July 23 - August 22, 1994
EDITORS: Y. F ONG • U. KNAUER • V. A. MIKHALEV
1996. 24 x 17 cm. Xl, 349 pages. With 19 figures. Hard.
OM 248,-/iiS 1810,-/sFr 221,-/approx. £ 90.00
• ISBN 3-11-014864-1

Functional Analysis

Proceedings of the First International Workshop
held at Trier University, Germany,
September 26 - October 1, 1994
EDITORS: S. DIEROLF • S. DINEEN • P. DOMANSKI

1996. 24 x 17 cm. XJI, 473 pages. Hard.
OM 268,-/iiS 1956,-/sFr 239,-/approx. £ 98.00
• ISBN 3-11-014617-7

Group Theory, Algebra, and Number
Theory·

Colloquium in Memory of Hans Zassenhaus
held in Saarbri.icken, Germany, June 4 - 5, 1993
EDITOR: H. G. ZIMMER
1996. 24 x 17 cm. XX, 201 pages. Hard.
DM 228,-/iiS 1664,-/sFr 203,-/approx. £ 83.00
• ISBN 3-11-015347-5

XVlth Rolf Nevanlinna Colloquium

Proceedings of the International Conference
held in Joensuu, Finland, August 1-5, 1995
EDITORS: I. LAINE • 0. MARTIO
1996. 24 x 17 cm. IX, 353 pages. Hard.
OM 268,-/iiS 1956,-/sFr 239,-/approx. £ 98.00
• ISBN 3-11-014746-7
Prices are subject to change

• Zentralblatt fur Mathematik I
Mathematics Abstracts
• CompactMATH CD-ROM
• Online Database MATH
. ··-· ··--············ ·----·-·-- ·· ··- . ,,..... ·-· ···-................·-···· ...... !
1 Important features of this new service are:
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l • worldwide unique access to the full period from 1931
(vol. 1) to present: more than 1,5 million entries
• on screen TEX or Postscript view of full review text
• easy menu search
ll
• hypertext links to authors, reviewers, citations, classification, citation search
• hypertext access to the Mathematics Subject Classifica- I
tion scheme with combined navigation and search
functions
• current contents of new publications
• links to the EMIS (European Mathematical Information
System) server with free e-journal access, conference
calendar, and other services offered by FIZ Karlsruhe
• unlimited site access
• test access available.
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We look forward to your comments and/or suggestions:
please send a message to
math-db@zblmath.fiz-karlsruhe.de
or
em-helpdesk@springer.de
and we'll be glad to answer any questions related to this
offer and to provide full access to this new service.
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Please note:
• Customers in EC countries without VAT Identification Number,
please add local VAT.
** All prices of non-print media are suggested retail prices plus 15 %
VAT in Germany.
Customers in other EC countries without VAT Identification Number,
please add local VAT.
Prices are subject to change witl1out notice.
Al! prices exclude carriage charges.
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(annual rates, online database: one year unlimited usage)
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New UNIX Software available for CompactMATH

Ordering Options
Basic subscription:
print version
optional components:
CompactMATH CD-ROM
online database MATH
Basic subscription:
CD-ROM
optional components:
print version
online database MATH

DM 850.-**
DM 850.-**

DM 7,900.-**
DM 850.-*
DM 850.-**

Basic subscription:
DM 7,900.-**
online database MATH
optional components:
DM 850.-**
CompactMATH CD-ROM
DM 850.-*
print version
Member societies of the European Mathematical Society are
entitled to a 15 % reduction on the above prices.

Additional copies

Heidelberger Akademie
der Wissenschaften

CompactMATH CD-ROM:
Any further copy in addition to
a CD-ROM subscription under
a),b) or c)
(including DOS retrieval
module)
DM 85.-**

Fachinformationszentrum
Karlsruhe

Print version:
Any further copy in addition
to a Zentralblatt
subscription under a), b) or c)
DM 370.-*
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